S t. H u b e r t
“ Protector from Rabies ,
Patron of Hunters , Shooters and Equestrians ”
( Günther Schlieker 2016 )

Father of the Par Force Hunt
( Döbel 1746 )

727 — 2017
C o n s u m m at e d 1 2 9 0 Ye a r s A g o
but “ up to our day
one of the most popular saints ”
( Schlieker )

niemeyer’s
fine arts since 1959

Hubert after 1290 Years
En vogue, en vogue. Indeed “down to our day one of the most popular saints”, so Günther Schlieker who
should know. And listing by illustration in his documentation a whole plenty of the plenty united under his
name as hunters, shooters and equestrians. “This tricks up quite exceptionally” Thomas Mann would mock
here, too. United, but also internalized?

And this question mark is the crux of the matter. Now. As seen here. After 1290 years.
As a characteristic of the later-born. For whose fathers as hunters, shooters and equestrians Hubert still was
self-conception. Also as club name for sure. Yet foremost, if the whole habitus was right, for the man, for the
women, himself, herself. Not the merry hunt dish held in his name was the be-all and end-all of the connection, but the spiritual strength which leapt over, the certainty fed by trust that there are things between
heaven and earth which cannot be explained. For this reason also an as worldly-wised as realistic, resolute
lady lighted a candle in Godesberg chapels when passing. It shouldn’t hurt …
Through the decades, down to the late 80s, none of the more high-quality hunting/Ridinger collections
served here for which the patron saint was not considered indispensable. When for instance a collector acting marketwide called but a few days after the respective offer was mailed and, hearing he was too late,
dryly commented: I thought as much. And so I was particularly glad to pass on to him later a doublet of the
British Museum. Yesterday’s stories.
Just as the veterinary officer Günther Schlieker’s contact with the saint dates back to the 70s. When a
farmer’s wife presented him with “a so-called ‘Hubert key’ with the remark that the grandfather … as veterinary practitioner had used this cautery with suspicion of rabies and also as a preventive against rabies
still in the 90s of the 19th century.” Given to him with the result of 45 years Hubert research. With the result
of a documentation without equal, unrepeatable. But not without — his, too — résumé according to which
“ now also

the image of St. Hubert as patron saint wanes more and more .”
Inevitably due not least to a peu à peu breaking away of the rooted medium-sized field of whole sectors.

Hubert Once & Now
Indeed. Still! For just they have become fewer, they still are there. The young joining the circle, collecting
with unvaried old-fashioned vigor, even downright frantically. To them this 1290-year-memorial shall be
dedicated. Presented not without grateful remembrance of the fathers
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“ It may be presumed that

Hubert ( Hugbertus , Hugobertus , Chuchobertus )
was born in the years between 655 and 665 …
It is certain only that he was disciple of St. Lambert, the bishop of … Maastricht (episcopal see already
since c. 595) and after his assassination (698 or 705) became successor on the episcopal throne. Little is
known about his episcopal career … actually only as much

t hat he C hr is tian i z ed t he Ar d e nn e s …
and later [720] removed his episcopal see to Liège. Here … (he) died May 20, 727 and was entombed
in St. Peter (built by him) in the vicinity of a side altar. November 3, 743 the remains were … raised
( — cf. color ill. Schlieker 5/1a in Rogier’s van der Weyden studio painting of c. 1440 De Vos, 1999, C11
with color detail ill. 131, else, too, the full-page color ill. 72 in the 2009 exhibition catalog Der Meister von
Flémalle und Rogier van der Weyden — )
and entombed anew by the main altar … By this to the then conception the canonization … was accomplished. The day of the removal, November 3, is still today the saint’s day (after Theodora Lepique, Der
Volksheilige Hubertus in Kult, Legende und Brauch, Diss. Bonn 1951, pp. 10 & 12).
Although no certain data on his origins exits, it is nevertheless worth to follow a trace handed down to
us. ‘May 13, 706 – quoted after Kühn 1994 – one Chuchobertus episcopus appears in a deed of gift of
Pepin II (P. of Herstal, Mayor of the Palace 679-714) and his wife Plectrude for the Echternach Abbey in
the list of witnesses. This bishop Chuchobertus presumably is no less a figure than St. Hubert. The position of the name in the list of witnesses as fourth after the names of the donator couple and their son
Drogo is remarkable. Without stretching things one should conclude that bishop Hubert must have
stood in a special relationship to Pepin and Plectrude.’ Bishop Hubert certainly will have been a relative
of the above named, from which one can conclude that Hubert belonged to the then high nobility ”
(Schlieker, op. cit., page 23 [spacing/centering not in the original; additions in square brackets after Meyers
Konv.-Lex., 4th ed., XIII, 1889, 751 and with regard to the ambiguous reference to Tongern as episcopal see
Wikipedia March 6, 2017]).
In analogy to Schlieker’s inference of high nobility then also Meyers VIII, 751 f.:
“ Son of Bertrand, Duke of Guienne
[ — t h e o l d A q u i t a i n e i n t h e S W o f Fr a n c e w i t h B o r d e a u x a s d u c a l s e a t
came by marriage to Henry Plantagenet, since 1154 as Henry II king of England, who 1169 ceded it to
his son Richard the Lionheart, since 1189 as Richard I King of England, by which, due to his French
and English possessions, he advanced to the mightiest sovereign of Europe after emperor Frederick
Barbarossa and as such the same year assumed the command of the Third Crusade (1189-1192) for the
reconquest of Jerusalem from the troops of sultan Saladin, then, 1196, ceded Aquitaine/Guienne to his
nephew Otto IV of Brunswick, 1198-1218 (uncontested yet only 1208-1211) Roman-German king and
1209-1218 emperor of the Holy Roman Empire with the Staufen Frederick II (“On the Art to hunt with
Birds”) as anti-emperor since 1215. – In the later course of time first only temporarily, then from 1453
as the latest reverted permanently to France (after Meyers VII, 910 f. & Wikipedia as above) — ] ,
“ first lived at the court of the Frankish king Theoderic, later with P e p i n of Herstal [near Liège], he
withdrew from the world after the loss of his wife and was appointed bishop by pope Sergius I … according to the legend a passionate hunter until he, much affected by the appearance of a stag showing between golden antlers a cross in an aureola, abdicated the pleasure of the hunt (and became) the patron
saint of hunters and his t i p p e t the most effective means against the bite of m a d d o g s
in folk belief. ”
On the latter Schlieker page 15 and then further page 25:
“ According to the legend an angel had delivered the tippet to Hubert abiding – before the episcopal consecration – with the pope as present of the Blessed Virgin. The tippet was the thing most affected by the
saint’s charism. For the faithful the tippet was so to speak a part of the saint …
“ September 21, 825 the remains of St. Hubert … were raised anew and brought to the Andain Abbey
(soon after renamed to Saint-Hubert) – situated in the Ardennes – … Already here it shall be mentioned
3

that the remains of the saint, which had been preserved through centuries in a precious shrine at Saint
Hubert … are not to be found – whole – since the 17th century …
“ About (recte, see below, f o r ) the mid of the 9th century, thus about 100 years after the death of St. Hubert, a monk of Saint-Hubert Abbey reports of miracles which had happened by the grave of bishop
Hubert … However, there is none which could be related to a patronage of the hunt or rabies (Lepique
p. 75). ”
According to Schlieker, only for the 10th century there are at first “traces of a veneration of Hubert in a calendar of the diocese of Treves”, followed by miracle stories of a monk of Hubert Abbey from the late 11th
century, which shall have happened in the 10th, probably even in the 9th century, always according to Lepique (pp. 20 & 75 f.). First in regard of rabies, then getting in medias res …
“ In previous centuries he was accorded a great veneration not only in the region of Liège, his domain as
bishop, and the little town of Saint-Hubert in the Ardennes … but also in the adjacent regions. He was
protector from rabies , patron of hunters , shooters and equestrians .

Rabies and hunt patronage of saint Hubert belonged closely together in previous centuries ”
(Schlieker page 9). Interrupted nonetheless by an interim high of veneration of Diana from about 1680 till

13,081

12,238

13,082

1850, so Sigrid Schwenk in Diana – Ein Nachruf auf die fast vergessene Göttin der Jagd, in Blüchel, Die Jagd,
volume I [1996], pages 210-215. See on this, too, page 29, Ridinger’s Young Huntresses in the Character of Diana .

n i e m e y e r ’ s – w h e r e a mor e de t e r m i n e s t h e d oi ng
4

“ But the Success (of cutting the Mad-worm)
not corresponded with the Result hoped for ”
Edict (by Frederick William, King of Prussia, Margrave of Brandenburg) Regarding the Becoming Rabid of the Dogs. Published Berlin February 20, 1797. (Berlin,) Georg Decker, (1797). Folio (13⅝ × 9⅝ in
[34.5 × 24.5 cm]). Title, 3 unpag. ll. on 2 double leaves. With the printed royal signature along with the
“L(oco) S(igilli)” mark and counter-signatures by von Blumenthal, Heinitz, Werder, Arnim, Struensee, and
Schrötter. Uncut.
Watermarked Large Eagle. – With title vignette and large richly designed opening vignette with eagle (2¾
× 5¼ in [7 × 13.5 cm]). – Apart from single pinheadsmall brown spots on the title impeccable.

Both hunting-historically and medically extraordinarily interesting proclamation
seezing on “the edict of February 20, 1767 — see illustration & accompanying text for such one from 1766
for Brunswick-Luneburg in Schlieker, op. cit., 3/10 —, and previous, too” and adjusting combat and prophylactic measures – “that the so-called mad-worm below the tongue shall be cut off the dogs” — see below per 13,081 — to latest knowledge and regulating entirely new resp.:
“ We thus resolved to cancel above-mentioned edict concerning the cutting of the mad-worm of the dogs,
as is effected by this, and take other precautions by which man and live stock are protected against the
bite of rabid dogs and the sad after-effects resulting from such a bite from Our subjects are averted. ”
Describing in six chapters the three grades of hydrophobia and regulating actions, punishments, and damages, also specialties for medical experiments by physicians, and the treatment of attacked persons:
“ The curing of the rabid dogs … is prohibited; except that a physician should like to experiment with this
to broaden his knowledge … The moment a person is bitten by a rabid or a dog appearing even just
suspicious … anyone who is first informed about this shall notify the district physician or surgeon who
are already furnished with sufficient instructions in regard of the means of curing … likewise shall happen in view of the animals being the assets of man. ”
Offer no. 12,238

— illustration vis-à-vis —
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322.

“ to prefer a cure perhaps strange to many
to the certain death of the patient ”
(Mandate of Frederick Augustus Duke of Saxony Against the Running About of the Dogs and the
Hydrophobia in General and What is to do against it. Along with the annexes “Cause of the Hydrophobia
of the Dogs and the Symptoms of such Rabies” and “Instruction How one has to behave in Case of a Bite of
Rabid Dogs and How one can take Precautions against the Sad After-Effects”). Published Dresden September 7, 1782. Ibid., Electoral Saxon Court-Printing, (1782). Fol. (13¾ × 8¼ in [34.8 × 21 cm]). With two vignettes in woodcut. 12 ll. With the printed ducal signature along with the “L(oco) S(igilli)” mark and counter-signatures by George Wilhelm von Hopffgarten & the secretary Chr. Gottlieb Kretzschmar in the same
way. Stitched. Uncut.
File number “Nom: 13.” by old hand on title. – Especially the main part in beautiful, large typography. –
Wide-margined.
Extraordinarily
on fighting & curing

rich

decree

hydrophobia ,

beginning with the reduction of the dogs kept in general and and “in particular order the landlords not to
permit their impecunious tenants keeping dogs insofar they are not inevitably required in the practice of
their profession or doings, and, in case the same refuse to abolish the dogs, shall report to the authority.”
Likewise dogs running about shall be catched twice a year and – like the rabied ones – slayed unless they
are not collected by their owners within 24 hours. Also shall peasants, coachmen, butchers, and others bring
dogs to town “chained up under the car” at most, just as generally in town and country dogs shall not be
left running about, but are to be chained up, hung with beetles or lead by ropes. However, if a rabid dog is
reported, all others shall be locked up until the danger is over. Yet
“ to avoid the eruption of a rabies with the dogs as far as possible and to prevent by all means the sad after-effects the bite of rabid dogs causes, all dogs, without exception,
5

shall

be

cut

the

so-called

mad-worm . ”

For which purpose the aldermen shall appoint persons “who are able to cut the mad-worm, are sufficiently
skillful (and) receive the same for each dog … he may be big or little, two ten-pfennig pieces in the towns
and the half in the country.” Yet for the confirmation “in the towns one ten-pfennig piece and in the country six pfennige.” Besides also decreeing that in pharmacies, but also elsewhere, always a sufficient stock “of
medicine prepared from may-worms” shall be kept.
But of quite outstanding interest the “detailed description” of the causes of the hydrophobia on two pages
and, above all,
“ The most confused ideas existed about the character of the agent causing rabies … Even the cord of
connective tissue present under the tongue with carnivores, which was described as ‘mad worm’, was
said to be responsible for the development of the desease with these animals. In many regions dog owners were required by statutory orders to have the ‘mad worm’ of their dog removed …
“ Already Gracius Faliscus, a contemporary of Ovid’s († 18 AD), told the tale of the worm under the tongue as cause of the madness which then was spread by Plinius (23-79 AD) in his natural histories – quoted from Froehner [in Abhandlungen aus der Geschichte der Veterinärmedizin, issue 4, Leipsic] 1925, page 78
–…”
(Günther Schlieker, op. cit., pages 11/I & 13 per 3/10).
Realized as not etiological, present worm decree was revoked for Dresden 1796 (see following 13,082, now
relying on quarantine & hygiene) and in Prussia 1797 (12,238 above, ban on curing sick dogs, suggestions
for the treatment of bitten men).
Of quite outstanding interest, however, the 2-page “circumstantial description” of the causes of hydrophobia, yet above all

t he

8 - pa g e

dire ct io n s

fo r

t he

t he r ap y

of

a

b it t en

ma n

with all details in respect of cleansing the wound, hygiene, rest, diet – elder-flower-tea – and animated care.
This richness of details makes the mandate to a true source. For once in regard of the so-called mad-worm
the removal of which later – so by a Prussian decree of 1797 – was diagnosed as ineffective. Quite especially,
however, in comparison with the 16-page follow-up mandate of 1796 (cf. lot 13,082) which attaches importance to the hygiene of animal & man in general, yet in particular for the “disposal” of sick dogs as also the
care of bitten humans in a fundamental manner considerably beyond wound care.
Offer no. 13,081

— illustration page 4 —

€

496.

———Follow-up decree to the one above
published Dresden April 2, 1796. Ibid. (1796). Fol. (13¾
×
8⅝ in [34.8 × 22 cm]). With large initial vignette in woodcut and a second one. 16 ll. With the printed ducal
signature along with the “L(oco) S(igilli)” mark and counter signatures by Friedrich Adolph von Burgsdorff
& the secretary Friedrich Moßdorf. Stitched. Uncut.
File number “Nom. 23” by old hand on title. – Last four ll. with small worm-gallery in the wide white upper
margin, final leaf with two brownspots in the margin below. – Especially the main part in fine, large typography. – Wide-margined.
A g a i n a d e c r e e e x t r e m e l y r i c h i n

s u b s t a n c e

with direct reference to the one above “since the intent was not achieved sufficiently … We have found
Ourselves … obliged … to issue another mandate, and therein,
after the experiences made since issuance of abovementioned mandate,
to summarize all that what in future shall be observed in regard of this subject.”
Commencing again with the reduction of dogs kept in general, “since generally by the keeping of useless
and unnecessary dogs the danger for the public is increased by the running about of the same, and at the
same time the latter is deprived of a considerable part of the most indispensable foodstuff … In particular
the notorious poor, who receive their living fully or partially from the local handout-office, and in such a
way would keep their dogs at the expense of the public, to deny the keeping of the dogs, or yet, if the authority … considers it beneficial to grant a permit, not to extend this to more than one dog per family.”
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Dogs running about without muzzle have to be catched at night generally, otherwise as required, but not
under twice a year, and are redeemable for eight – in case of their capture by the night-watchman 16 – ten-

pfennig pieces, irrespective of additional punishment. Peasants, coachmen, butchers, and others have to
chain up their dogs under the car if they must take them along coming to town. And in town and country
generally no dog is permitted to run round freely, but to be chained up, supplied with a so-called muzzle or
lead by ropes. If a rabid dog is known all others have to be locked in till the danger is over.
Dogs running about free and without muzzle shall be captured at night strictly, otherwise as needed, yet at
least twice a year, and can be redeemed for eight – if picked up by the night-watchman 16 – ten pennies,
further penalties notwithstanding. Diagnosed as ineffective and therefore here not mentioned anymore the
liability to cut the so-called mad-worm. However, now

— this is the introduction of the precautionary quarantine —
“ for prevention of the most sad after-effects to be afraid of of rabid dogs … every owner of a dog … has
to observe the same minutely, and on perception of but the remotest symptoms – as described in annex I
– of a madness befalling it lock it in at once … however, if the arisen surmise … proves true, kill the same
without delay. ”

A n d t he n f ol lo ws up o n t he q ua ra n ti n e co mp l et e hyg i e n e :
“ A killed mad dog … just as all other live stock bitten and killed by a mad dog, has to be buried at least
two yards underground – so already 1782 – and covered with lime; also thereupon the precaution has to
be applied that the same is not touched with bare hands, but removed
with gloves , or by help of short wooden sticks ,
and the instruments or gloves used in doing so thrown into the open grave … not for instance into a river or creek flowing by. ”
Of outstanding interest furthermore the 3½-page “description drawn up by Our Board of Health” of the
causes of hydrophobia, compared with the former one enriched by new aspects and almost doubled in
length, yet foremost, freed not least of some absurdities, the

6 ½ - pa ge i ns tr uct io n f or t he tr eat m e nt of a bi tt en p e r so n
with all details to clean the wound, hygiene, rest, temperature, food – elder bloom tea – and animating care,
without intending to substitute the consultation of a physician or – at least – a qualified barber surgeon as
quickly as possible. As against the decree of 1782 yet also adding
the instruction for first self-help as also the ligature
of the affected part of the body ,
“ so that the sucking in of the poison is prevented ”.
Ye t i n s u c h a w a y a

first-rate medical & hygiene historical evidence .
Offer no. 13,082

— illustration page 4 —
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496.

————The same per regulations, for the inhabitants of the towns and the country, from the mandate
published April 2, on behalf of the restriction of keeping dogs and the danger to be feared from mad dogs,
along with the associated annexes “Causes of the Hydrophobia of the Dogs and the Symptoms of such Rabies” and “Instruction How to behave in case of the Bite of Mad Dogs, and guard against its Sad Consequences”. (Dresden) 1797. Sm. 4to (8⅛ × 6¾ in [20.5 × 17 cm]). 24 pp. Stitched. With yarn loop top left.
File number “Nom: 24” by old hand on title. This browned and somewhat stain-spotted and with small inconspicuous worm-gallery affecting quite minimally still the second sheet.

Thebillboardversionwith

cord

of the extraordinarily substantial decree on combating & curing hydrophobia,
summarizing the regulations in partly altered order in short & memorable sentences.
U n a b r i d g e d almost throughout taken verbatim from the mandate besides the 5½-page description of
the causes of hydrophobia, yet foremost the 10-page instruction on the treatment of a bitten person with all
details on cleaning the wound, hygiene, care, temperature, food, and care.
An important evidence demonstrating exemplarily the translation of chancellery’s law into everyday life. — illustration page 8 —

Offer no. 13,083

€

345.
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Chien de Saint Hubert. Half-length portrait. Toned wood engraving by Jules Huyot (Toulouse 1841 –
Eaubonne 1921) after Jules Gélibert (Bagnères-de Bigorre 1834 – 1916). C. 1870. 6¾ × 5⅞ in (17 × 15
cm).
Not in Schlieker, Die Verehrung des hl. Hubertus im Wandel der Jahrhunderte, 2016. – Thieme-Becker XIII, 365:
“(Gélibert) paints almost exclusively animal and hunting pictures … ” – Pupil of his father, the animal
painter Paul G., whose field he favoured together with his brother Gaston and continued including hunting. Showed at the Paris Salon since 1859, then in Brussels & Berlin, too.
Offer no. 14,463

€

“ For it stands to reason
that

the decoration of a home has a profound effect
on those who live there ;
it influences their feeling
and their relationships both with others and with themselves .
In short , it is a question of state of mind. ”
Michel Gareau
— Charles LeBrun , First Painter to King Louis XIV , New York , Abrams, 1992 —

on the orchestration of one’s own life
by the élite in the time of the Sun King , putting himself in their minds

made out LeBrun’s fame .
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T h e

HUBERT

16,180

o f

a l l

HUBERTS
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T h e
Graphical HUBERT Representation

w h i c h .
T h at is

in the H o m e Environment

of the Saint

as of Greatest Authenticity .
And

in almost matchless large format .
Recoursing at once to Coninxloo’s
revolutionary Wood Landscape with Hunters (Plietzsch 14) ,
as apparently missed until now .
And here then besides
with Joannes Meyssens’ address
and his

Hubert-bursting Dedication
to the

Huber t Keeper of the Grail
— Rubens painted him —

from Rosenberg, cf. p. 12 / 13,278/€ 138

Frederik de Marselaer
as added only in the supposedly 2 nd state here
10

Nicolaes de

Bruyn

Antwerp 1571 – Rotterdam 1656

S t. H u b e r t
The South Netherlandish princely “Wild Hunter” as according to Döbel — here available per
14,803 — Father of the Par Force Hunt and correspondingly with bugle and 6-head pack kneeling

b a r e h e a d e d before a stag with surroyals in grand wood scenery in the manner of the 3rd Gillis
van Coninxloo (Antwerp? 1544 – Amsterdam 1607). On the pool behind the stag two swans as the
prophesying birds of mythology, on the trunk above the horse a hissing snake as temptress. Closest to the stag and apart from the others a hound of Saint Hubert as the only one looking at his
master. Engraving. (1614.) Sheet size 27½ × 18 in (69.9 × 45.8 cm).

P r ov e na n ce
Frederik de Marselaer ?
(Antwerp 1584 – [St. Hubert-] Elewijt 1670)

Frederik Josef Ignatius de Marselaer ?
(1656 – 1718)

Conte Giovanni Maria Mazzuchelli
(Brescia 1707 – 1765)
(Jöcher VIII [1813], 1127 ff.; Meyers Konv.-Lex., 4th ed., IX [1889, 98)

with his 5-fold stamping on the back

Exhibition
Schöne Beute — Bilder von der Jagd
Dr. Hanns Simon Foundation Bitburg
13 January – 3 March 2013

Literature
Catalog Book to the Exhibition
pages 6 (full-page detail illustration) , 13 f. & 147
Schlieker, Die Verehrung des hl. Hubertus im Wandel der Jahrhunderte, 2016, complete & 2 detail illustrations
19/25 (this copy). – Not among the 172 illustrations of the – as against the first edition of 1927 – richly enlarged second one of Huyghebaert’s Sint Hubertus Patroon van de Jagers in Woord en Beeld, Antwerp ( sic ! )
1949, see below.
Hollstein 114 & Wurzbach 52, each without characteristics of states, see below, but Wurzbach generally:
“The impressions before the addresses of Gerard Valck (1626 – after 1694) & Peter Schenk I (1661-1715).
are the better ones for his delicate needle work was worn soon”. Before that ones later here then also the
address of Joannes Meyssens’ (Antwerp 1612 – Brussels 1670; painter, draughtsman, engraver, and publisher; “established one of the biggest art publishing houses in Antwerp” [Wurzbach]) as probably state II
(of IV). For Hollar (1607-1677), younger compared with de Bruyn, Meyssens stands for the early prints.
The copy of the Rijksmuseum, acquired only 1991 ( sic ! ), without Marselare arms & “1656”, see below, in
the subject and without caption. – Bredius, Künstler-Inventare, V, p. 1600, no. 9 (“Van Sincte Huybrecht
een plaet”), documenting the plate per Jan. 16, 1632 in an inventory of the Rotterdam orphan chamber. –
Not among the 140 de Bruyn sheets in the British Museum!
Cf. Plietzsch, Gillis van Coninxloo 14 in Die Frankenthaler Maler (1910/1972) with plate V; Stechow, Dutch
Landscape Painting (2nd ed., 1968), pp. 65 ff. & ill. 122; Devisscher, Kerstiaen de Keuninck (1987), pp. 36, 89 &
ill. Z 10.
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1 6 5 6 p ub li s her ’s d e di cati o n fo r Fre d er ik d e Mar s el a er :
“ I(ll?). Nob(i)lissi(mum) D�o FR(E)DERI(C)O de MARSELAE(R,) Equiti Aurato et Lauretano, Baroni de
(Perc)k (et E)lewyt S. Huberti, Toparchæ liberi Dominii de Opdorp. Hærseaux Oycke, etc. … Man. à
Consiliis B(e)lli, septimum Bruxellæ Cons(uli, ha)nc D. Huberti iconem D. C. Q. Io(a)nnes Meyssens ”.
Above in the picture itself lower right
the“MARSELARE”

coat-of -arms

consisting of the ancestral crestbelow the 5-pointed coronet along with the two

p a r fo r ce ho un ds
erected on both sides, here holding arms banners: on the left the Marselaer one, on the right that of the
wife, Margriete van Borainage (de Bernaige, Baronaige, née 1584, nuptials 1626, more see below). Followed below center by the year 1656 which has been restored here in writing. These additions as against
the copy in Amsterdam at the expense of marginal image fillers. The new edition at this point imaginable
both as commemorative edition on de Bruyn’s death as also, and in connection with the extensive Marselaer reference more probable, as

morning greeting to the birth of Frederick as Marselaer grandson and heir .
For the grandfather’s social position was superb :

Mayor of Brussels ,
Chairman of the Brotherhood of St. Hubertus
and

Keeper of the Insignia of Hubert at Elewijt
( A. Waumans, Levensschets van den H. Hubertus. Zijne vereering te Elewijt. 1927,
as source unbeknownst to Schlieker ) .

And in detail :

Frederikde

Marselaer

(Antwerp 1584 – [St. Hubert-] Elewijt 1670)
Jöcher Gelehrten=Lexicon III [1751], 208 & VIII [1813], 789;
Biographie Nationale XIII [1894/95], col. 854-860;

The

Inquisition

confiscates 1631 the 80 copies delivered to Madrid of Marselaer’s Legatus
[several editions between 1618 & 1668, among them Weimar 1663]
dedicated to Philip IV of Spain [sic!]
as well as the Spanish edition of the Ortelius Atlas
published also by Moretus in Antwerp and supplied there, too;

Peter Paul Rubens
Half-length portrait of Marselaer , oil , 1635/40 , cf. p. 10
[Rosenberg, 2nd ed., 1906, ill. p. 333]
&
1638 sketch for the title of the Legatus, engraved by Cornelis Galle II
between Dec. 1656 & June 1665 for the 1666 Moretus edition
[Corpus Rubenianum XXI, 1977, pt. 1, pp. 344-348, no. 84 & pt. II, ill. 286;
van de Velde, see below, ill. 1],
after he had dealt with such one already in the early 1620s
and inspired that one of van Loon of the 1626 edition
[van de Velde ills. 3];

Franciscus Godin
Lusus Anagrammaticus super Illustri a Centum Lustris Nomine
DE MARSELAER , Brussels 1662;

Anthony van Dyck
Marselaer portrait engraved by Adriaen Lommelin
[active Antwerp 1654-1677];
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Frans Keldermans
Portrait engraving of de Marselaer in the age of 80 & View of his mausoleum
[Thieme-Becker XX, 1927, p. 85; ills. & inscription of the portrait at Hooc, s. b., p. 31];

M. Hooc
Een Brusselse Magistraat van het Ancien Régime:
Frederic de Marselaer
in Gemeentekrediet van België XXIII, 1969, pp. 27-35,
with illustrations of the [commemorative] medals, too;

C. van de Velde
Rubens , Frederic de Marselaer en Theodor van Loon
in Festbundel beij de opening van het Kolveniershof en het Rubenianum, 1981, pp. 69-82.

Ridder Dr. iur. Frederic (Fraderi, Frider) de Marselaer
Lord of Opdorp, alderman, treasurer, and ultimately Lord Mayor of Brussels, graduated 1611 at Leuven,
gentleman’s tour to Italy, author of the important two-part work on legations
Khpykeion, sive Legationvm Insigne ,
published first 1618, which interested Rubens, in touch with its author in the course of orders for Brussel’s
cityhall, all the more as affecting his own services in diplomatic missions, summarizing in his understanding
of the value of negotiating envoys as well in times of peace as war, indeed, quite especially during the latters. In another Antwerp title sheet he gave utterance to this conviction in 1623 by juxtaposition of peace &
war by divine prototypes (van de Velde, op. cit., ill. 6) and the same year this train of thought is then also
subject of a discussion by correspondence with de Marselaer, who wished for a new title for an overdue enlarged new edition of larger format, too, of his Legatus. Which then, 1626, however, was delivered by Theodoor van Loon, nevertheless in fancy of Rubens. That is with Mercury and combative Minerva and these as
opponents looking past each other (van de Velde ill. 3). As conveying just this, too, the omission of the recourse to the de Marselaer device
ARTE ET

MARTE

contrary to the 1618 title by an anonymous is to be regretted. Fascinating, however, the further development of this 1626 title fifteen years later by now Rubens himself after his first occupation with it in 1623. Finally leaving behind its usually rather more marginal character as entrée book decoration it catapults to a
humanitarian event: Peace & War , Mercury & Minerva , join hands over the title plate of de Marselaer’s
Legatus, driving back their contrary attributes. In the rural tranquility of Elewijt – in 1635 Rubens had acquired the feudal country seat Steen van Elewijt, by which the long standing contacts between de Marselaer
and himself had become neighborly terms, too – Rubens reviewed, so Carl van de Velde summing up his
richly illustrated fine contribution in the 1981 Rubenianum commemorative publication, see below, his own
carreer as diplomat and came to a more positive view, had Minerva put aside the combative attributes borrowed from Pallas Athene and find back to her character as the goddess of peace. So far this Rubens aspect
important for de Marselaer’s additional positioning.

In his Hubert-centeredness de Marselaer, by marriage (see below) Lord and first baron of Perk & Elewijt,
Lord of Herseaux, Oycke, and Loxem, gets central mention in the bull of the Mechelen archbishop Jacobus
Boonen of October 15, 1650 by which this recognizes canonically

both the Elewijt Hubert insignia and the Hubert brotherhood
per May 1, 1651. While the latter already existed for a very long time, so the insignia were transferred by
the Antwerp Capuchins for the chapel of the castle of Elewijt after former ones were lost by ravage of the
church in the course of iconoclasm. The richly decorated bull – Huyghebaert ills. 78-80 – shows as centerpiece of the wide upper ledge the saint as portrait-medallion with bishop’s insignia and apparently the
stag’s head on the right and on both sides two arms each for Boonen & Marselear framed by hunting parties, at which, in contrast to her arms banner in the engraving here, that of Lady Marselear cites her husband’s emblems in the left field of the crest. The lateral fields decorated with tulips as then still very precious, at which Huyghebaert considers possible they might be designed as reverence for Rubens whoused to
please with suchlike his tulip lover Justus Lipsius. Also for the left group of the upper ledge – ill. 79 – returning from hawking and hunting on high and small game the surroundings of Baerbeek might be considered where Rubens as well as Teniers have painted many landscapes. Whereas

Rub e ns ’ ha lf- l e ng t h po rt ra it of Frederik de Marselaer
dated by Rosenberg about 1630/35 – a presumed copy offered as genuine presently on the market – appears to have remained unknown to him.
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Likewise in 1650 archbishop Boonen already had requested per posters by public reward of a forty-day indulgence to visit the insignia “given to the chapel of the castle of the Lord of Perk and Elewijt”, hoping His
Holiness might extend the limited indulgence to a full one as then per 1st May the following year had been

“ granted for the certain relics of ST. HUBERT within the church of Elewijt
and granting the licence for that to the brotherhood of ST. HUBERT ”
by Innocence X and published 1651 by poster printed under the papal coat of arms. However, this Elewijt
full indulgence was reserved to just the churchgoers “on the day of ST. HUBERT the 3rd of November each
year”.

How much the Marselear name was metonymic as a synonym for the welfare of church & relicts of Elewijt
even after the male line became extinct about 1720 is documented by a with 6¼ × 8¼ in (16 × 21 cm)
rather large posthumous souvenir engraving by Antoon Opdebeek (1709-1759) at Mechelen with the
Hubert scenery in front of the Elewijt church with the Marselear arms above. See in Huyghebeart illustrations 75-77.

In respect of publicity the licensing to the Hubert brotherhood
with the grant of full indulgence was a great success .
Coming from afar the crowd thronged anew at Elewijt, reminding of the great pilgrimages in the early 16th
century when Hubert was appealed for protection against rabies.
Substantially older Perk Castle as the Marselear ancestral seat at the time of Frederic .
Of simple origin in the 12th century, building activities from the 17th to 19th centuries created one of the
most splendid manors of the Brussels area with more than 200 rooms amidst a 222 acres immense park.
Via marriage of the Katharina de Wavre (Waver), daughter of Jan de Wavre flourishing between 1347 &
1378 and his heiress of Perk & Elewijt, with Johann van Weede/Bernaige
t h e p r o p e r t i e s r u n u p o n Fr e d e r i c d e M a r s e l e a r
by joining in marriage with said Margriete van Borainage
pooling property & mind as family zenith in his person .
Ancestral root of this rise was the dominion Opdorp, today incorporated to Buggenhout whose present
double arms show the former one of Opdorp, that is of the Marselears, on the left. As baronial Gwijde van
Dampierre, count of Flanders, had given it in the 13th century to Willem van Grimbergen for rendered services. By marriage with Elisabeth van Grimbergen it passed to Geeraerd van Marselear in whose family it
then remained for centuries. In 1435 Adriaen van M. erected the chapel there, in place of it threehundred
years later a church was erected – with active aid by Ursuline sister Maria Therese van M., daughter of
above grandson and heir Frederic Jozef Ignatius, and her heir Jan Willem d’Alvarado y Bracomonte, Burgrave of Lippelo and Lord of Opdorp. In between, 1641, Anton Sanderius wrote in his Flandria Illustrata
“This dorp makes a show of a fine castle or palais erected by the lords of Marselears” (illustration there).

If a provenance attribution of present copy to Frederic de Marselear and the grandson Frederic Jozef
Ignatius resp. deemed conceivable shall in so far not considered inconsistent as the ascertained Mazzuchelli
provenance follows chronologically practically seamlessly to the extinction of the Marselears in the male
line, for which in respect of current, albeit not entirely consistent, genealogical records on the family the
years about 1720 are to be set. If relations to the Mazzuchellis existed is not known here. Nevertheless,
there were such ones to the Spanish family of the Arrazola de Oñate, though politically branched out to
Brussels, by marriage of two Marselear daughters, Margriete Frederika Hieronyme (1620-1695, at further
relations into the family della Faille, de La Faille, to be localized at different places) & Johanna Angelica
(1623 – Dec. 18, 1656).
Mazzuchelli options apart from those by marriage of a granddaughter of Frederic’s and a son (whose wife
yet died already at the age of 22) & daughter each of just the thought grandson Frederic Jozef Ignatius as
great-grandchildren.

Fo r d e B ru y n’ s e n g r a v i n gs i n g e ne r a l
Wurzbach documents dates from 1592 (W. 76) to 1650 (vol. II, p. 217). 1601 he was admitted to the Antwerp guild as engraver and trader. And “On Dec. 4, 1652 he is indicated decrepit in a document” (Th.-B.).
According to Bredius the Antwerp engraver and brother-in-law, Assuerus van Londerseel, has printed and
published several of the early works. “As results from the inventory later de Bruyn has handled printing
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(no. 75: Een druckpers) and publishing of his plates himself … In respect of the drawings and paintings
(the latter of which presumably introduced here into literature in concreto for the first time; besides nos. 78
f.: Vyer tonnekens met verwe and Twee saxkens met smalt/cobalt resp.) … it is noticeable that almost all deal
with those partly only rarely occuring subjects de Bruyn has engraved, too, suggesting they may have been
his designs” (Bredius, op. cit., p. 1599).
At top trimmed to the edge of the subject, at the sides with fine margin, which turns slightly wider below
under the dedication line (this with minimal loss due to restauration). Due to several (tiny) tears or thin
spots professionally restored by doubling, covered up ultimately withal, utterly ignoring the enormous rarity of the sheet, by the fascinating impact of the picture and its investing in an unparalleled overall concept
with the Marselaer dedication added only here as the final dot on the i, documented as indeed

the

graphical HUBERT representation

which

That is

in the saint’s h o m e

environment

as with the Southern Netherlands of greatest authenticity :
“ ‘For it was time-honored among the nobility of the Ardennes to commute, through all seasons, the firstlings among the tithe of any game for St. Hubert’ (L. p. 48).

T he hunter s asked Huber t for pr otection
and pr esented him with their bounties .
He should protect them from the many hazards the practice of any hunting brings with it, especially as
in those days the hunt for powerful game in the impenetrable woods – armed with just arrow, bow, lance, and spear – frequently was very dangerous.

He was their patron , their patron saint . ”
So Schlieker page 27. And on the real source of the conversion motif continued page 33:
“ The motif of the deer origins from the legend of St. E u s t a c e venerated in the Roman church since
about the 8th century. According to this legend about the year 110 AD, at the time of emperor Trajan,
the heathen Roman general Placidus turned to Christendom after the encounter with a stag [whose picture of Christ Crucified ‘addressed him: Placidus, why do you pursue me who wants your salvation?’, so
Meyers, op cit., V, 941] …

Already in the myths of antiquity a deer’s antlers were deemed
a symbol of a supranatural power .
After his baptism Placidus received the name Eustace … As patron of the hunt he carried weight in
France … It can only be speculated why this legend of Eustace was transferred to Hubert. For once it
might be a confusion since in old calendars the namesday of Eustace occasionally is listed at the beginning of the month of November, although the saint’s actual feast day is celebrated September 20. But
supposedly the nobility in France will have furthered the transfer since in the 1st version of the legend of
the 12th century (Vita III), in which he is mentioned as count palatinate, was of noble birth, too, and therefore one of them. Perhaps it also was the influence of the monks of Saint-Hubert Abbey who wanted to
expand the already existing legend of St. Hubert impressively by the spectacular motif of the stag. ”

And this general need for patronage ultimately has not changed, irrespective of in any respect more comfortable circumstances today. So the Swiss collector of Frans Snyders’s game still-life Robels 84.I became a victim of his passion. During a battue for boars he was struck by even two bullets. Deadly.

All this then besides accompanied by superb rarity .
So not attained even by Schwerdt and missing in so many places more up to the British Museum as one
otherwise having everything, see above, and – speaking volumes – indeed only since 1991 in the Rijksmuseum as downright Nibelung hoard of Netherlandish art. So then only made known here to Günther
Schlieker during the decades-long preparation of his monumental Hubert documentation Die Verehrung des
hl. Hubertus im Wandel der Jahrhunderte published 2016. Just as then, too,
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r e m a i n e d u n b e k n o w n s t t o a l r e a d y

H u y g h e b a e r t

even after in turn further 21 years of research
with most comprehensively enlarged new edition of his Sint Hubertus, Patroon van de Jagers in Woord en
Beeld ( Antwerp [ sic ! ] 1949 with now 361 pages & 173 illustrations as against but 158 pages & 34 illustrations in 1927 ! ! ),
what documents said rarity the more significantly
as he documents Frederic de Marselaer in detail (pp. 174-181 & ill. 75-80) !
How precious present St. Hubert
then at any rate was to Conte Giovanni Maria Mazzuchelli, too,
is documented by said 5-fold ( sic! ) stamping “Con. Gio. Mazzuchelli” below count’s coronet on the back.
Represented in Jöcher with 21 titles, he reckons “among that Brescia patrician family whose name is represented perfectly in the field of Italian literature by several members” (Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie XXI,
150 on occasion of later count Alois of M.).

Subjectwise finally
the scenery elucidating the wonder much truer than Dürer
— in this regard most recent research identifies Italian models for Dürer —
as emanation of quite a different self-conception, rooted in indeed its natural and thus, foremost, also intellectual ambience.
For while self-debunking with the “self-confident, high-handed”, in the self-portrait in Madrid even “almost
provocatively dressed up” Dürer (1501; aforementioned quotations by Eduard Beaucamp and Henning
Ritter resp. in Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung of December 4, 2002 and autumn 2003 resp.) the c a p p e d
( sic! ) hunter kneels left of the horse, which optically therefore stands between this and the stag, so with
Bruyn i n f r o n t o f the horse set in the left part of the picture. In fact, on small clearing, in greatest
imaginable nearness to the 10-pointer. And while Dürer’s knight in analogy straightens his back markedly,
which is accentuated by the high-lying proud castle as well as the sleek face (according to Winkler, page 97,
by the way the lineaments of Emperor Maximilian!) and hands bidding welcome after social graces, with de
Bruyn he kneels adequately to the event slightly bent forward, by face and arms extended downwards

making the mystery of this moment experienceable .
And reverently put down before himself the befitting headgear. Suggestive, too, the addition of the swans,
the snake, the Hound of St. Hubert (for one such see per 14,463). The rich landscape pure nature. Accordingly then Wurzbach I, 217 f.:
“ … (Bruyn) is an excellent draughtsman, his heads are full of expression and truth, his costumes fantastically interesting and the abundance of his figures surprising. ”
The latter in the manner of van Leyden, “whose forms he had adopted so much that one is tempted to regard many of his original engravings as sheets after drawings (of this)” (Wurzbach, 1906). And ThiemeBecker V, 1911, 160:
“ the majority (of his sheets), however, after own invention – so the one here, too! – and herein de Br.
shows himself as a most original artist (AKL XIV, 1996, 617: ingenious engraver), who continued skillfully the art language of Lucas van Leyden (Bredius at the same time recalls Hendrick Goltzius, too) still
one century after his death … His very rich œuvre …
belongs to the most interesting of his period .
With sure chisel he has engraved a great many series of representations from the Scriptures in large size
which one finds frequently glued into old Bibles. ”
Beside of such hard-to-preserve oversizes, also general susceptibility for wear as thesis sheets, the latter then
also may be an additional reason for the scarceness of these works reproached by both Nagler and Wurzbach for a deficiency in chiaroscuro. What at least for the impression of present Hubert is not supported by
any means. The landscape originating from Gillis van Coninxloo III (Antwerp 1544 – Amsterdam 1607) as
repeatedly engraved by de Bruyn, of a differentiating chiaroscuro leading to the depth as after Bachmann
(on occasion of the early work of van der Neer – “the forest itself, the interior of the wood” – , Oud Holland
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LXXXIX, 1975, p. 214/II, par. 2) so characteristic for the late Coninxloo only. This of quite substantial interest as Plietzsch points out that the engravers after Coninxloo with de Bruyn at the forefront had reproduced only the “landscapes from his first period or from the time of the transition to the second” (Plietzsch,
op. cit., p. 27). So it is quite evident that already one hundred years ago

de Bruyn’s Hubert had remained unbeknown to Plietzsch , too .
Although as autonomous by no means to be attributed to said copy engravings after Coninxloo, so at a
glance
for both the landscape and ultimately the subject de Bruyn nevertheless calls up
C o n i n x l o o ’ s r e v o l u t i o n a r y 1 5 9 8 l a t e w o r k “ Wo o d e d L a n d s c a p e w i t h H u n t e r s ” i n Va d u z
(Plietzsch 14; “… while Coninxloo [as the greatest harbinger of seventeenth-century Dutch forest painting]
was painting his revolutionary forest landscapes in Amsterdam”, Stechow) and shows de Bruyn at the
height of art. For this “amazing” (Stechow), “most significant” (Devisscher, seeing, however, rather Paul Bril
instead of Coninxloo) wooded landscape by Coninxloo was considered by the old literature as together with
the 1595 Wooded Landscape Ertz 16 by the elder Jan Brueghel in Milan as
downright model of a new , now natural wooded landscape .
And still in 1968 Stechow summed up after divers consideration “But even this is relegated to a minor position when compared with Coninxloo’s amazing Forest of 1598 in the Liechtenstein Gallery” (op. cit., p. 66).
That de Bruyn, turned backwards, thereby elevates Coninxloo’s deliberately and logically small and therefore marginally set hunters & deer to the subject proper and even redesignates it to the highest consecration should not be mistaken as irony. His objective was a different one, just as he then also suggestively replaced Coninxloo’s storks animating a marshy pond on the left as mythologically less momentous by swans
as the birds of prophecy and removes their pool behind the stag on the right edge. Yet the ambience for his
presentation should be dernier cri, indeed. By which he undoubtedly contrived a great success in fact. For
still three hundred years later his landscape model is called in generally in the elucidation of its historical
merit:
“ … (Coninxloo) presents himself as one of the most important representatives of the transition period in
the history of Netherlandish landscape painting, which … leads over from the fantastic direction in the
middle of the 16th century to the plain near-natural landscape art of the 17th century, and is at the same
time one of the first who … transfers impulses from Belgium to Holland … In place of the landscape
built up fantastically from rocks and mountains gradually another, far simpler one enters, indeed still arranged deliberately, but yet risen from the observation of the native nature. (Especially in some woodland pictures in Vienna with Liechtenstein.) The flatlike composition is replaced by an arrangement
which results in a prospect developing evenly from front to back. At the same time the viewpoint, supposed very high in the early works, constantly moves down. At last C. succeeds in giving the whole landscape in his final pictures from 1604 a homogeneous hue and overcoming the schematic division in a
brown foreground, a green middle distance, and a blue distance … Generally his art seems to have exerted an important influence on many Dutch landscapists, just as then also van Mander reports that since
his appearance the representation of the trees in the works of his compatriots has changed essentially ”
(Zoege von Manteuffel in Thieme-Becker VII [1912], 302 ff., as taken over as generally unchanged valid
still by Ertz in AKL XX [1998], 522 ff., too).
Therefore also in regard of this landscape aspect of Coninxloo de Bruyn’s Hubert is of quite essential evidence and Nagler (“no idea of chiaroscuro”) and Wurzbach (“all kept as in even lighting”) may have misinterpreted him in this respect. So by treatment of the motif and most topical n a t i v e wooded landscape de
Bruyn provides his Hubert in contrast to Dürer with

the

a uthenticity

par excellence. That is from every point of view

t he sa i nt ’ s n a t i v e s e t t in g

!

(“For his sheets of own invention created from c. 1603 onward B. takes over essential characteristics of the
Flemish wood and panorama landscape, but sets the chief accent on the narrative of the picture”, AKL, op.
cit.)
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Seen

from

the

rarer

worm’s-eye

view

at which also Christian von Heusinger, curator em. of the Brunswick Herzog Anton Ulrich Museum famed
for its Netherlanders, drew explicitly the attention on occasion of a visit. Therewith, indeed, creating that
“ general impression of great

effect ”

Herwig Guratzsch emphasizes especially on occasion of the Lazarus pictures of Rembrandt and Fabritius
following only later (see his Die Auferweckung des Lazarus in der niederländischen Kunst von 1400 bis 1700, Kortrijk 1980, I, p. 159).
And therewith imparting by this artifice the singular scene beside its anyway almost matchless adequate size
of 27½ × 18⅛ in (70 × 46 cm; sic! ) an unrivalled ultimate visual effect. To then eventually

leave any field finally and far behind in the dust
by the de Marselaer dedication & t h e a f f i n i t y t o R u b e n s

.

For the first time present here then with the full claim to its outstanding rarity, certainly also with the marks
of its centuries, yet
generall yasawonderf ulsheet

.

O n t h e l e f t t h e h i s s i n g t e m p t r e s s - s n a ke , o n t h e r i g h t t h e p r o p h e s y i n g s w a n s
as expressly documented by Schlieker. On the modern impact of Hubert see in addition to the latter also
Heinz Brüll per subchapter Die Bedeutung der Hubertuslegende (Lindner commemorative vol. Et Multum et
Multa, 1971, pp. 19 f., offer no. 14,522, € 235), E. Ueckermann, St. Hubertus – Legende und Wirklichkeit (unsere Jagd 11/96, pp. 26 f., with respect to the stag by the way with the remark “mostly with antlers of eight
points”, with de Bruyn, Dürer, Reinhart there are ten, with Cort ten odd, for both the latter see below) and
Peter Bußmann & Georg Haasis in Die Pirsch 23/96, pp. 108-111.
Huber t — “Pr otector fr om r a bies , patr on of hunter s , shooter s and rider s .”
Offer no. 16,180

€ 19000.

Hubert Day at St. Hubert ?
“ Of Conducting the Hubert Feast ”
“ As now this St. Hubert shall be the inventor of the par force hunt; so to his honor at all places in
Europe where this hunt is conducted November 3 his feast is celebrated and commemorated with
the greatest solemnities … ”
“ 1st Day) … the search servants … gather, and report where a good stag stands which is to be hunted … So
then from the hunting palace the procession goes as follows … The other day a beating or battue is held;
the third day gala or assemblée at the court; the fourth a boar hunt or else a German hunt; the fifth a festivity to the liking of the king or prince; the sixth a beating; the seventh, or on which day Sunday happens, is
a day of rest, the eighth day is concluded by a par force hunt, and therefore also all hunting in this year.
Just as then … if not eight days, nevertheless the Day of Hubert is observed solemnly ”
( Döbel , Jäger=Practica , 3rd ed., 1783, II/116 / here 14,803/€ 1485 )
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“ G ra n d e

St . Hub e rt ”

Charles Aubry / offer no. 14,000
“ 1st Day) … the search servants … gather, and report where a good stag stands which is to be hunted … So
then from the hunting palace the procession goes as follows … The other day a beating or battue is held;
the third day gala or assemblée at the court; the fourth a boar hunt or else a German hunt; the fifth a festivity to the liking of the king or prince; the sixth a beating; the seventh, or on which day Sunday happens, is
a day of rest, the eighth day is concluded by a par force hunt, and therefore also all hunting in this year.
Just as then … if not eight days, nevertheless the Day of Hubert is observed solemnly ”
( Döbel , Jäger=Practica , 3rd ed., 1783, II/116 / here 14,803/€ 1485 )
Aubry, Charles (France 1st h. of the 19th cent.). Une St. Hubert. Hubert’s Day. On the left lateral bordure in
the shape of a sectional depiction of a 5-floor house along with a garret, in each story pointing to another
detail of preparation. From get up over inspection of the arms up to the departure. Lithograph. (1837.) Inscribed: PL: 1. / Ch Aubry / Publié et imprimé par Ch Motte, Rue St. Honoré No. 290. à Paris, title as above,
otherwise captions. 14⅜ × 10⅞ in (36.5 × 27.5 cm).
Not in Schlieker, Die Verehrung des hl. Hubertus im Wandel der Jahrhunderte, 2016. – Opening sheet of the ordinary edition in b/w (Schwerdt I, 47) of the very rare of old (so qualified already in 1912 by Boerner CXII,
2296) Chasses Anciennes d’apres les Manuscrits des XIV & XVe Siècles (Thiébaud 48) published by Motte as one
of the two main works in which Aubry ( “known lithographer” , Thieme-Becker ) achieved “examplary effect in his genre by the old frame method, the so-called Troubadour style. In the late work he dispenses
with this frame completely. 1822 professorship for painting at the Éc. R. de Cavalerie in Saumur. Designed
especially hunting, genre and military sceneries in the manner of the Vernets, competing in that also with
Victor Adam” (AKL V, 587, erroneously confounding – besides bibliographically incorrectly – the two titles
l’Histoire de l’Equitation & Chasses anciennes as one. – With oval dry-stamp LITHOGRAPHE C. Motte A PARIS.
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– On slightly toned strong paper. – Isolated foxing stipples within the subject, somewhat more in three of
the wide white margins up to slight foxing above. Small tidemark in the outermost edge below left.
Offer no. 14,000

€

404.

Dug out on the Completion of Hubertusburg Castle
— “ As I have seen then in particular here in Saxony at Hubertus=Burg and remarked … and at Ludwigsburg, in Württemberg … then have celebrated most solemnly the St. Hubert Feast with hunting pleasures
and other amusements full 8 days ” (Döbel as above) — etched

in Salutation of the Conclusion of Peace there in 1763
“ Since the peace treaty to the Seven Years’ War was concluded at Hubertusburg, the name of the saint
will be mentioned in this composition for all times” (Schlieker per Hubert Celebrations at the Hunting Lodge
Hubertusburg, op cit., pp. 153-156.
Ridinger, Johann Elias (Ulm 1698 – Augsburg 1767). This very rare white badger which was
speckled with yellow reddish and dark chestnut spots has been dug out and hounded in the park at St. Hubertusburg (near Leipsic) the 5th 9bris in the year of 1724. Etching with engraving by Martin Elias Ridinger
(1731 Augsburg 1780). (1763.) Inscribed: Joh. El. Ridinger inv. del. et exc. Aug. Vind. / Mart. El. Ridinger
sculpsit., otherwise in German as before. 14 × 10⅜ in (35.4 × 26.3 cm).
Thienemann & Schwarz 316; Reich auf Biehla Collection 71; publications of the ridinger gallery niemeyer
20, no. 54 with ills. – Sheet 74 of the only posthumously completed set of the Most Wondrous Deer and other
Animals and dedicated by the Ridingers to that historical occasion by which
a global conflict of modern dimension
found its

conclusion

and Prussia was established as a European power .
(“A famous name Hubertusburg obtained by the peace made there at Febr. 15, 1763 …”, Meyers Konv.-Lex.,
4th ed., VIII, 752/I.) — Zoological badger rarity as together one of Ridinger’s only two own Saxon motifs.
“Color variations generally are very rare with the badger,

ye t l ea st of te n tha t o f whi t e co lo r ”
(Wilhelm von Tessin on occasion of the shooting of such one near Tübingen 1836 per Strange Subspecies of
the Badger red-hot in Allgemeine Forst- und Jagd-Zeitung with reference to Jester, Über die kleine Jagd, pt. 5,
1800, who documents an earlier one dug out and hunted in East Prussia about 1770. In context with
the white Hubert stag yet downright trouvaillesque. – The drawing,black chalk heightened
with white on bluish paper, in the Ridinger appendix of Weigel’s 1869 catalog of the bequeathed drawings
per lot 380.
Marvelous impression rich in contrast and a warm tone on strong laid paper. On the back marginal tape
around from previous framing and a corresponding light streak on the front in the 2.8-5.1 cm wide white
margin. Small backed tear lower left.

W h i t e H u b e r t u s b u r g “Peace” Badger

In Context with the White Hubert Stag downright trouvaillesque !
Offer no. 13,222
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€

654.

Cornelis Cort
Hoorn 1533 – Rome 1578

S t. H u b e r t
“ … opened the way of the art of engraving in the large scale ”

With 1573 the Generation before de Bruyn
As Father of the Par Force Hunt once more with bugle and hunting knife with griffin pommel in kneeling position of humility

b ef or e – tr ue to t he l e ge n d – w h i t e

s t ag

and bare head as self-understanding. Set back in the middle distance his mountain citadel above a further
property. In the air flight of birds, among which to their flying figure supposedly the two swans appearing
also with de Bruyn,
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as the prophesying birds of mythology
and a heron. Engraving with etching after Girolamo Muziano (Acquafredda near Brescia 1528/32 – Rome
1592). Inscribed: in the subject lower right HIERONYMO MVCIANI INVE(N). / Corneli cort. fe. / 1573 +
in the lower platemark In Roma presso Carlo Losi l’anno 1774. 20½ × 15⅜ in (52 × 39.2 cm).
Hollstein 113, IV. – From Wurzbach Cort 33; Nagler III, p. 126, and, Muziano, X, p. 87; Allgemeines Künstler-Lexikon XXI, pp. 341 f.; Schwerdt III, p. 49 (likewise with the later address of Losi).
Schlieker ills. 17/41 (incompletely as „Corneille“ and in ignorance of the exact date). – Not among the 172
illustrations of the – compared with the first edition of 1927 – richly enlarged second one of Huyghebaert’s
Sint Hubertus Patroon van de Jagers in Woord en Beeld, Antwerp 1949.
From the set of the Seven Large Landscapes with saints
– “ masterpieces and rarely in good impressions ” –
(Nagler 1836), “known under the name of the penitent”, worked “at the personal request of Muziano …
with C. not being concerned with the publication any further …
doubtless his most popular and most frequently published engravings ”
(AKL 1999), here then in Losi’s evenly fine impression to whom are owed from the 1770s yet further new
editions of the 16th century, with invariably fine differentiated setting off of the background from the event
which of the foreground and yet not cleaned right platemark. – On strong laid paper with twice enclosed
watermark Fleur-de-lis in circle with pendant V, related to the group Heawood 1589 ff. as throughout Italian papers of the 16th to late 18th centuries. – Margins above & left 2.4 cm, below & right 0.6-1 cm wide. The
smoothed centerfold only feebly perceptible in the subject’s center, likewise almost only on the back a trifling foxspottedness. Minimal pressure mark below the castle. In such a manner of all-round fine general
impression as frequently searched for in vain with these large formats of old prints, furthermore standing
for Cort’s fame beginning with the arrival 1565 at Tizian’s in Venice.
“ All (his) mentioned early (Dutch) works … are rather anxious in the stroke of lines … and barely foreshadow

the excellent artist who in Italy short time later
– comparable to Girard Audran 100 years later: “Before his departure to Rome in 1666 (only) few works
… are worth mentioning … these works are … far from the pictorial and grandiose effect of the ‘Batailles d’Alexandre’ … One can hardly imagine more beautiful engravings”, Th.-B. II (1908), 239 –

created his works exemplary for a whole generation of engravers .
But C. already must have enjoyed a significant reputation … otherwise Tizian hardly would have entrusted him with the reproduction of his most important works (the paintings for the emperor; recte this
was, as documented by AKL, recommended to him by Lampsonius [see below]) and employed the engraver for about a year exclusively for himself. Before he got acquainted with C. Tizian had his works
reproduced mostly in woodcut … The engravings C. now worked for Tizian
the master have valued particularly ;
for he sent copies of them to his mighty patrons, in the expectation to keep alive by this the interest at
his art in a proper manner …

The sudden turn to the grandiose in the style of C.
during his stay in Venice thus can be attributed to Tizian’s personal influence, who by this also has the
merit to have co-caused
the new epoch of the Italian engraving induced in the following by C.
… The result Tizian had hoped for from C.’s engravings was not long in coming; we have as evidence
for this the enthusiastic letter of Lampsonius (Dominique L., poet & art writer, “already in his lifetime he
enjoyed the reputation of being one of the best humanists of the Low Countries”, Th.-B. XXII, 277) …
to Tizian on the 6 engravings (by Cort) he had seen at the prince-bishop’s of Liège. Lampsonius asks Tizian to obtain impressions of the engravings for him, too, and praises C.’s sheets for
the bold and brisk line , especially in the treatment of the landscape
… (since March 1567) C. had gained great popularity in Rome due to the virtues of his art … C. became
the preferred engraver of the two Zuccari … then of (then also present here)
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Muziano who stir red a great sensation in Rome then
(and 1571/72 he worked in Tizian’s house again) … The influence C. had on the Italian engraving of the
2nd half of the 16th century is not examined in detail yet. It is certain that only Goltzius again furthered
the development of the technique of engraving by another step and that up to his appearance

C. could maintain undisputed
the fame of being the first engraver in the world
… C.’s engravings must have achieved a great propagation for the most were published subsequently by
several publishers … ”
(L. Burchard 1912 in Thieme-Becker VII, 475 ff.). – Then 1975 Hans Mielke in the Berlin Bruegel Catalog:
“ … who by development of the waist-practice (letting the individual line swell in the shadow parts) becomes a pioneer for the practice of engraving. ”
And 1999 Manfred Sellink in Allgemeines Künstler-Lexikon :
“ It is characteristic for the œuvre created in Italy that C. knows to achieve by the linear engraving technique a distinct painterly effect in grey tones. Presumably Tizian, in view of C.’s capabilities as engraver,
has effected a singular privilege in Venice in 1567 according to which every print was protected for fifteen years … The technical skill and the ability to reproduce the paintings of varied masters graphically
convincing earn C. lifelong appreciation as one of the best engravers of his time – (his skill already praised by the expert and artist biographer Karel van Mander as contemporary in his “Didactic Poem”
[about 1600]) – … In the manner of formation and (engraving) technique C. has exerted lasting influence of which not only the more than 500 copies after his prints give evidence, but also the fact that in
Rome a whole generation of engravers, far into the 17th century, has worked in his manner. ”
But already 1858 Nagler had stated to the point in the dictionary of Monogramists (I, 2382) by the words
“ m a r ke d a n e p o c h i n R o m e f o r h e u n i t e d v i r t u e s w i t h i n h i m s e l f
which other praised artists of his time lack ”.
Here then after Muziano to whose “great delicacy and strong sense for nature” in the subject of landscape
Thieme-Becker (XXV, 1931, p. 304) refer to. He himself had continued his studies “in Venice under the influence of Tizian, and since c. 1548 in Rome under that of Michelangelo”. And adequately he requested the
hand of Cort for the reproduction of his Seven Large Landscapes, from which set the St. Hubert stands out as
primus inter pares.

A s fi rst g ra p hi c Hub e rt
o f wa ll - fi tt i ng la rg e f or ma t .
For “Up to the age of C. Cort one had worked almost merely on a small scale, he however opened the way
of the art of engraving in the large scale, that is he had discovered new ways for the art and done new steps
towards perfection. He engraved a great many fine sheets which are the delight of the connoisseurs, and
please for the taste, for their fine effect and the correctness of the drawing” (Nagler).
Offer no. 15,266

€

3900.

“ A hunter need never be ashamed
to be found in company with his dog ! ”
James Fenimore Cooper , The Prairie , 1827
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King Modus & Queen Ratio
650 Years Old Textbook of Hunting Knowledge
(Ferrières, Henri de.) Le Livre du Roy Modus / The Book of the Hunt of King Modus. Fol. 1-105 of Ms.
10218-19 of the Bibliothèque Royale Albert Ier, Brussels. Manuscript in red & black on vellum. Brugge 1st
half till mid of 15th century. 11¾ × 8⅛ in (299 × 205 mm). 2, 105 ll. With

5 6

m i n i a t u r e s

(most 3⅜ × 5¼ in [8.5 × 13.5 cm]) by the master of the Girart de Roussillon and initials decorated
throughout, all most richly in gold and many colors. — Not in Schlieker —
Facsimile edition in the original size and the original colors. Facsimile & commentary volume (by Dagmar
Thoss together with German translation from the oldest illuminated manuscript of 1379 Fr. 12399 of the
Biblioth. Nat., Paris, by Max Haehn, 119 pp., 5 ills.). 1989. Gilt orig. light brown leather with 6 ornamental
raised bands, filet and acanthus wave rank on both boards and rich design of the back with pomegranates
enclosed by acanthus leaves and stylized tulip together with title-stamping on red ground and colored marbled fly-leaves together with library mark of the Bibliothèque Royale, except for the leather marbling and
the gilt edges all corresponding to the orig. binding of the 18th century, however, here faithfully untrimmed
only as usual for manuscripts, & orig. cloth in orig. cloth slipcase with back-plate.
CODICES SELECTI XCI. – No. 236/975 numbered copies of the German-language set beside 1650 for the
French and 375 for the Spanish market plus 40 unnumbered author’s copies each as limited world edition.
The latest of in total nine illuminated manuscripts created for Philip the Good, duke of Burgundy (13961467), of the
24

o l d e s t Fr e n c h b o o k o n t h e h u n t ,
with its high quality the pendant depictions of red deer & wild boar as symbols of light and darkness, represented in the antler-charmingly arranged picture of the

H u b e r t

S t a g

and the Tree of Evil

v i s i t e d b y t h e

B o a r

Written as textbook by a connoisseur of degree, who had still hunted with Charles IV (d. 1328) and “thus
only of high age, as several of his contemporaries and compeers, had exchanged the sword with the pen”.
And whose own family hunts received artistic consecration still 600 years later as Les Chasses de Ferrières
(offer per 14,535). While exactly 600 years later the Château de Ferrières, then already “splendid estate” of
the Rothschilds, became witness of Franco-German past. From Sep. 19 to Oct. 6, 1870, it served as headquarter for the King of Prussia and “here Sep. 19 and 20, 1870, fruitless peace talks between count Bismarck and Jules Favre took place” (Meyers Konversations-Lexikon, 4th ed., VI [1889], 163/II).
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Devided into two main sections, “Modus” explains

b e si d e t he p ra cti ce of t he hunt wi t h ho und s

and the falconry trap devices & archery .
The facsimilation ends with the textbook on whose last page – common to all manuscripts – the author’s
Songe de pestilence follows (Ms. 10,219). It served as model to Gaston de Phébus’ later textbook which,
however, became much more famous and was printed for the first time in 1486.
Stylistically the miniatures are to be assigned to the Master of the Girart de Roussillon (= Master of the
Chronicle of Jerusalem) and stand out by open, painterly brush-work, richly shaded coloring as well as spacious landscape design including illusionary effects.
Of the Girart master several manuscripts worked for Philipp are known.
“ (His) workshop was of great importance for Flemish book painting in the mid of the 15th century; in it
the most precious illuminated manuscripts of these years were created. ”
And thus quite fitting into the setting of Philip’s collections who was
“ an enthusiastic supporter of art and science and owner of one of the most important collections of manuscripts in his time into which he wanted to include only

extraordinarily

beautiful

works

… it was considered as ‘the best-equipped of Christianity’ with which that of the French king could not
rival anymore ”
(Stange & Jerchel in Löffler-Kirchner, Lexikon des gesamten Buchwesens, III [1937], 11).
Fo r y o u

now , however , the opportunity to acquire one of its show-pieces as

sumptuously beautiful facsimile
for your own library , joining history of the hunt & optics. – As good as new.
Offer no. 15,855

€

980.

——The same. – No. 386/975 copies as above. – Particularly frontcover & spine of the slipcase dirt-stained,
otherwise almost as new.
Offer no. 15,861
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€

790.

Franconian St. Hubert in Rome
Reinhart, Johann Christian (Hof 1761 – Rome 1847). The Landscape with Saint Hubert. Etching. Inscribed on stone lower right in the subject “R (ligated JR?) / 1811.” & left below the subject J. C. Reinhart inv.
et fec. Romæ 1810 (sic!). 8⅛ × 10⅝ in (20.7 × 26.9 cm).

Provenance
J . E . We t t e r a u e r
oldmaster prints and drawings
his smaller round monogram stamp in black verso
(Lugt 4267, after 2000, in use for but a few months)
along with inventory no. 3666
Schlieker, Die Verehrung des hl. Hubertus im Wandel der Jahrhunderte, 2016, ills. 29/78 (this copy). – Not among
the 172 illustrations of the – as against the first edition of 1927 – richly enlarged second one of 1949 of
Huyghebaert’s Sint Hubertus Patroon van de Jagers in Woord en Beeld.
Andresen-Feuchtmayer 123, II (of III); Nagler, Monogramists, IV, 3507 (as “R”), 1; the same, KünstlerLex., 50. – Plate 1 of the 6-sheet set of landscapes dated in the lower margin with 1805, 1810 & 1815, “one
of which with the legend of Saint Hubert” (Nagler 50-55; Weigel, Art Stock Cat., IV [1837], 5327 [impressions on toned paper]). – One of the few plates in the œuvre with additional monogram:
“ Most plates bear the name of the artist, only few the letter R and C.R. With R (5) are inscribed: 1) The
Landscape with Saint Hubert, 1811. … ” (Nagler).
THE STAGE-LIKE COMPOSED RICH SUBJECT – the saint, however, in Dürer-German manner with the
plume hat kept on! – in very fine impression with margins of 0.3 (below) to 0.8 cm all round on toned vélin.
– Browning on the back along with two faint tidemarks at the edge, the former almost only perceivable a little on the front lower right in the white margin, of the tidemarks just the left one and that only barely.
“ R.s early development in Germany, auspiciously directed by Klengel, fully unfolded in Meiningen,
shows an
enormous

freshness

and

freedom

of

perception

of

nature ,

especially in drawing and etching. Here he belongs to the most important discoverers of the intimate,
closely seen landscape, to the liberators of a new real vision from the fetters of Dutch tradition in Ger27

many. This refreshing originality of observation still lasts in the first Roman time … indeed only there
his liveliest animal etchings were created which place him at the side of the revivers of animal depiction
… and point far into the 19th century. Also his early pastoral scenes in Rome with their beautiful fusion
of naturalism and bold spaciousness are aglow with the powerful experience of nature at Meiningen … ”

“

A

g r e a t

l o v e r

o f

t h e

h u n t ,

he likely furnished his landscapes with animals ”
(Thieme-Becker XXVIII [1934], p. 126, and Richard Muther in Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie [XXVIII,
1889, p. 75]) resp.
Offer no. 15,176

€

790.

Hubert Spa
C. Spiegel’s Hotel at the entrance of the B o d e Va l l e y below R o ß t r a p p e near T h a l e i n t h e
H a r z M o u n t a i n s . Garden view in front of the fine mountain scenery with numerous, partly still promenading guests, some of which studying the list of beverages. While the ladies drink their coffee the gentlemen have wine throughout. On the left
hunter with
h o u n d . Colored lithograph. C. 1850.
11 × 12⅝ in (27.9 × 32.1 cm).×

Schlieker, Die Verehrung des hl. Hubertus im Wandel der Jahrhunderte, 2016, full-page ills. 29/216 (this copy).
With the address of the Ducal Court, Stone, and Letterpress Printers at Ballenstedt. – A very rare leaf, worthy of acquisition in spite of general time marks as the imperfections (creasing, light foxing, the right margin even quite strong, and with tidemark running into the picture) appear in the picture itself only minimally. Otherwise wide-margined and of fresh spring-like colors.
Offer no. 12,579
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€

404.

At the Zenith of the Veneration of Diana
— from about 1680 till 1850 —

when Diana , not Hubert , was the Hub

as at the Same Time Fine Bow to Our Huntresses

Johann Elias Ridinger
U l m 1 6 9 8 – A u g s b u rg 1 7 6 7

Yo u n g H u n t r e s s e s i n t h e C h a rÂ
act er of Diana .
2 sheet. Mezzotints for Gabriel Spitzel (also Spizel, 1697 Augsburg 1760, friend of Johann Elias’). Inscribed:
Ioh. Elias Ridinger delin. / Gabriel Spizel excud. A.V. 19½-19⅝ × 14¼-14⅜ in (49.6-49.8 × 36.3-36.5 cm).
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“ The brave heroine will also lie in wait for the game
And is ready for all pains of hunting ,
For she is equipped with a hound as she only could wish for,
So she does not doubt a good bag. ”
By subject and size closely related to items Th. 1110 & (only Schwarz) 1448 with their variants 1113/14, in
literature and collection catalogs here not traceable

Hun t r es s

ra ris si ma

from the zenith of the veneration of Diana for Sigrid Schwenk lasting from about 1680 till 1850:
“ Still for the kings and princes who ordered the (baroque) palaces, as for the artists who decorated them

D ia na obv io usl y wa s t he i n ca r nat io n of t he hun t ,
the goddess which protected huntsmen and chased game equally. But sometime she had to make off …
(and is) practically without any importance in the scope of today’s hunting. That this was not always so,
that the goddess taken over from antiquity once was

at the center of German hunting
— not only with the nobility , but also with professional huntsmen and forest keepers —
we only know from new researches during the past ten years. … What high importance was attached to
Diana as protectoress of the hunt, the hunter and the game particularly in the circles of the professional
huntsmen and foresters (what Dieter Stahmann in Weidgerecht und Nachhaltig, 2008, 77, traces back to the
then classical education of the latters), can be read especially well in an apprentice’s indentures Joseph
Reichsgraf von und zu Arco had issued for a hunter righteous to stag and wood on July 23, 1792 ”

( Sigrid Schwenk ,
D i a n a – E i n N a c h r u f a u f d i e f a s t v e rg e s s e n e G ö t t i n d e r J a g d ,
in Blüchel , Die Jagd , 1996 , vol. I , pages 210-215 ) .
Of quite even fine, brown-black velvet print quality full of fine chiaroscuro, the charming impact of the images – sitting in dreamy attitude here, in active position there – finally is not touched by the traces of age
inescapably peculiar to the old mezzotints. Trimmed to platemark, on the left to the edge of the image, the
sheets are mounted at the four corners as well as on both sides at the centerfold slightly strained-fissured by
light bruise. Also else here and there light traces of age and quite weak touch of fox-spots practically noticeable in the white text field only.
“ The mezzotints – Thienemann generally stated already 140 years ago – are almost not to be obtained in
the trade anymore … (A)ll produced by and after Joh. El. Ridinger … (are) that rare that they can be
found almost only in some public excellent print rooms. I found most of the described ones – thus not
the present ones! – only in the famous Dresden cabinet ”
( pages VIII & 270 ) .
For only editions of about “50 or 60 clean impression(s)” were practicable for the expert and theorist
Joachim von Sandrart. Having given his “Teutsche Akademie” (1675) to the apprentice doubtless was the
decisive, lasting merit of the otherwise so meagre master Resch in Ulm. “(A)fterwards, however, the image
grinds off soon”.
With the publisher / engraver (?) Spizel we finally meet that friend of the master who had established the
connection to Wolf Baron (so, contrary to Kilian/Th., Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie) von Metternich in Regensburg, where Ridinger then spent his “three decisive years pure and simple … The ‘ad vivum pinxit’
which could stand over all of his painting and is determining for their genius finds the first and at once very
far-reaching pre-requisites here” (Wolf Stubbe, Johann Elias Ridinger, 1966, pp. 6 f.).
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“ Diana’s Image can be seen here with Pleasure

In cool shadows’ air for the heat plagues her ;
She plays with her hound on which she may rely,
Who has already hunted her many a game into the kitchen. ”
Provenance
We s t p h a l i a n c o l l e c t i o n
ridinger gallery niemeyer
Franconian collection
Offer no. 28,406

€ 13805.
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Hubert — Patron of Shooters
“ … and a good gun, powder and plumb belongs to it, but also diligent exercise, that by it the amateur gets
more skillful, learns to look bravely through fire, and a good shooter must not close both his eyes when he
pulls to shoot … ” (Döbel, op. cit., II/117. – Offer no. 14,803/€ 1485)

“ Just as the Wolff is a very … cunning Animal ”
Ridinger, Johann Elias (Ulm 1698 – Augsburg 1767). La Trape du Loup. The Wolf Trap or Pit. “Just as
the wolf is a very voracious hungry and cunning animal, so by good sportsmen

its cunning is betrayed by counter-cunning …”
Etching & engraving. (1729.) Inscribed: avec privil. de Sa. Majeste Imperl. / Ioh. El. Ridinger inv. pinx.
sculps. et excud. A.V. /, otherwise as above and with German-French didactical text. 11⅞ × 9 in (30.1 ×
22.7 cm).
Th. & Schwarz 18; Catalog Weigel XXVIII (1857), Ridinger appendix 3A. – From the unnumbered 36sheet Princes’ Pleasure, listed by literature as its 6th sheet, and here one of the 8 small-sized ones as apparently conceived intentionally by Ridinger and rather not meant as pilot projects as Thienemann assumes.
A 1728 drawing on the market in the late 50s of corresponding size, pictorially still deviating – only one
wolf, no hunters – was inscribed as How the Wolf is brought onto the Disc with the Goose and catched in the pit.
However, the repetition of the same sujet Th. 84 – 15,851/€ 560 here – of the set of the Ways to trap the Wild
Animals of 1750 with otherwise the same text refers to a duck.
Early impression of deeply staggered chiaroscuro on full sheet (15⅞ × 19¾ in [40.3 × 50.3 cm]) in the
meaning of Weigel’s A quality (“Old impressions with the original title. The paper has lines as watermark.”)
with watermark Great Fleur-de-lis (Strasbourg?). In the interest of optically more balanced sheet proportions later the half-size sheets were printed on smaller paper not conforming to binding.
Offer no. 15,462

€

590.

Hofmann, (L.). Der vollkommene Jäger mit dem Vorsteh=Hunde und sichere Schütze. (The Accomplished
Hunter with the Pointer and Fine Shot.) 2nd, enlarged edition. Ed. by Carl Timlich (a relative of the author’s). Vienna, Tendler and v. Manstein, 1824. With 6 full-page engraved plates. 1 l. title, XVIII, 227 pp.,
1 p. contents. Green-brown marbled contemp. boards. Marbled head edge.
Lindner 11.0981.02; Schwerdt I, 245. – This edition not in Lindner’s own Bibliotheca Tiliana. – Printed by
J. P. Sollinger in Vienna. – The first edition with only 5 plates at about the same volume of text was published in 1808, a third one with only 2 plates followed in 1834.
The market-fresh copy of d u c a l B a v a r i a n p r o v e n a n c e
with its written library number “3566”
on small label over an older one below at the spine. – Few slight traces of its age of 200 years aside prctically
untouched copy.
Offer no. 15,608
€
470.
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Ridinger’s Shooting Table

Top

Myth

of

the

Œ u v re

w i t h m o s t l a v i s h s u r r o u n d i n g o f t h e w h o l e TA B E L L A c o n t e n t ,

apart and in
with

as

hunting

nets

trophy

and

(par force) hunts ,

coned

with

pillar

courting

on

wood

pedestal

grouse

on

top

and further heart-warming more. Up to falcon , flight of ducks and heron in the skies .
Engraving with etching. (1753.) Inscribed: Joh. El. Ridinger sculps. Aug. Vind. Sheet size 10⅜ × 14⅝ in
(26.3 × 37.2 cm). — Thienemann & Schwarz 1 6 1 ! ! ! — of which isn’t even dared to dream ! ! !

In ruby red calf Solander box
(18⅞ × 24 × 1⅛ in [48 × 61 × 3 cm]) with imitation ribs with gilt fillets on spine & both boards, front cover
tooled Johann Elias Ridinger / La Légendaire Gravure & referring to the coat-of-arms Golden Fleece in the
four corners, back cover with ligated red series RS stamp as centerpiece & JayAitchDesign at the lower edge,
black spine label Johann Elias Ridinger / Th. 161 as well as r e d e n d p a p e r s w i t h s t a m p i n g
regarding text and
r a r i t y . Besides at the center of the inner edge of the bottom ridinger handlung
niemeyer – red series. All in 23.5 carat gold.
“ A particular heyday the O r d e r o f S a i n t
H u b e r t (Jülich-Berg founded 1444) experienced by
Duke William III (1475-1511) … admitted as Grand Master further influential dukes of the Reich to the
order … not only the elector of Palatinate, the dukes Saxony-Lauenburg, Brunswick-Luneburg, and the
Margrave of Baden … ” (Schliekerp.65/II).
Offer no. 16,115

— Documentation available , more ills. pp. 44/45 —

€ 23000.
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U n i q u e i n R i d i n g e r ’ s

Œ u v r e

The Intimate Cabinet Drawing

oftheJolles

Collection

Ridinger, Johann Elias (Ulm 1698 – Augsburg 1767). An Old Horse’s Upper Jaw-Bone as seen from Below. Fully executed study in grey and brown watercolor over graphite. Inscribed by old hand in brown ink
below left: Obrer Pferdekiefer (Upper Jaw-Bone). C. 1765. 10⅛ × 5¾ in (257 × 145 mm).
P r o v e n a n c e
Boguslav Jolles
Dresden and Vienna, his ligated monogram stamp in blue
(Lugt 381a) below right, presumably on his sale of
“ the Famous Collection of Drawings and Watercolors
of Old and Modern Masters” Munich October 28-31, 1895;
Hugo Helbing, Munich. Catalog XXXIV (1900),
Arbeiten von J. E. und M. E. Ridinger, no. 1554.
I l l u s t r a t i o n
WELTKUNST vol. LXIV, p. 2688 (editorial contribution).
Offer no. 28,861

walls
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—

— without glas & frame —

our

clandestine

€ 18000.

communicators

Hubert — Patron of Equestrians

Johann Elias Ridinger
Etching with engraving. (1734.) 21¼ × 15⅜ in (54 × 39 cm).
Inscribed: avec P. S. C. M. / Joh. El. Ridinger inv. des. et exc. A. V., otherwise …
Thienemann & Schwarz 639. – New (or Vienna) Riding School VII (Th., dated, sheet 12). Typographic watermark. – Additionally to the fine white plate margin with still c. 8 mm surrounding paper margin. Above in this a little tear backed acid-freely.
The sovereign sujet of the majestic set
Reich auf Biehla owned only in the new impressions of about 1850 (no. 144 of his catalog; 1894).
Offer no. 14,389

€

1180.
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Ride with the Great Horses Rugendas

Georg Philipp Rugendas I
1 66 6 A u gs b u rg 1 742

Assembling for the Ride. Two large companies in setting-out movement. Two brush drawings in
varied grey up to brown over pencil. Not before 1730. 7½-7⅝ × 9⅜ in (190-193 × 237-238 mm).
On toned light HONIG laid paper, one of which with the cut word mark C & I HONIG as on the market
since 1730 and used by Rugendas also for his signed spectacular drawn “Cavalry Battle before a Fortress” of
1738 from his bequest (Biedermann, Meisterzeichnungen des deutschen Barock, Augsburg 1987, no. 173 &
Rugendas catalog Augsburg, 1998, ills. 22), there in addition with fleur-de-lis arms and the countermark IV
standing for the French partner Jean Villedary (his own mark “IV ILLEDARY” on the younger Georg
Philipp’s drawing of 1736 per 15,182 here). – Under acid-free passepartout with 23.5-carat gilt stamped
artist’s name and dates. – The chronological aspect set by the watermark, however,
increases the richness of the picture of present pendants

b y a rar it y fa ctor of d eg r e e .
For according to Krämer the “fact (goes) that except for the Berlin stock (of drawings in red chalk related
to the mezzotint production), some smaller and larger drawings for large thesis sheets and preparatory
drawings similar to these for portraits of princes

practically no drawings after 1720 were found ;
and above all from the lack of any preparation by drawings for the paintings started again from 1735.”
With the exception of just the above cavalry battle as being “quite at the end of his œuvre of drawings … ascertained for 1738 by signature and date” (op. cit., p. 34/III).
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Two Most Rare Pendant Drawings of the Late Period

hitherto went unrecognized for their ranking in the œuvre
But also “composition studies – and just such ones the ones here are – have not survived that much and
none which is to be joined directly with a later execution”, so Krämer before conclusively on the group of
small sketches of figures and parts of figures in chalk and pencil (p. 28/I), and as the latter obviously also is
true for the pair here. Yet recourses to earlier works are obvious.
To the knowledge here, agreed with after review of photos by Dr. Krämer per oral utterance, at the same
time remarking that, as here, the closely and prominantly seen group also were a characteristics of the late
paintings, they are according to all the above

two of those rare autonomous drawings of the master ’s
On this already Gode Krämer op. cit., page 26/I:

“ … there are but few autonomous drawings by him .
Almost his complete work of drawings is virtually serving, consists of studies, sketches, re-drawings, copy
and proof drawings by own hand, which prepare own paintings, etchings, and mezzotints or printed
works of other artists. ”
And when with respect to the quality of his painting A. Ch. Held (Gg. Ph. Rugendas, Gemälde und Zeichnungen, 1996) mentions “his already early marked talent for
tender , atmospheric moods
so just likewise present drawings are determined by
the softness of their brush technique ,
deliberately still raised by the toned paper ground. The latter then also partially absorbs the browning particularly on the back of about 4 cm of the respective right margin of the subject as well as with the second
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sheet 3 cm at the lower margin front side and conveys as not improper patina of three lively centuries. Otherwise of impeccable final freshness.
That these Rugendas in addition are of c i v i l picture content inevitably makes them additionally wallefficient (averted from the sun!) for today’s horse-fancier and with regard to the due to the period in their
majority martial scenes especially desirable for the collector. For
“ Rugendas’ interest in horses is … (just) not only conditioned by the martial theme of his work. It is also
consequence of a hippological interest growing since the 16th century that manifests itself especially in
the 17th century in numerous illustrated textbooks on the ‘high school’. Now and then these were illustrated by well-known battle painters as e. g. Charles Parocell (see below) ”
(Held, op. cit., page 127).
Actually “the great draughtsman Rugendas” (Krämer) was a horse depictor in general plain and simple and
“ without doubt a first-rate talent, for not to say, a genius. Doubtless, set under better conditions, like living in the Netherlands about 1650, an artist … who would have
surpassed all his horse and battle competitors ”
(Wilhelm Schmidt 1889 in Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, vol. XXIX, page 600).
Whose sets of prints are “a true dictionary for the draughtsman of horses”, so already Meusel 1803 in his
Biography of the Battle Painter Georg Philipp Rugendas (after Held, p. 126).
And for the immediate 18th century the painter colleague Ferdinand Kobell brought his esteem drastically
to a T in his statement of 1771, by which he differentiated the artistic Augsburg of the previous generation
exemplarily: “only a pity that at such a place a Ridinger – and Rugendas have lived” (Décultot et al. [ed.],
Joh. Gg. Wille, Briefwechsel, Tübingen 1999, p. 486).
For the latter then here & now two “ c i v i l ” pendant drawings of rank and beauty. And for the œuvre of
drawings of that absolute rarity proven above making them so precious.

“ Ver y f i ne q ual i t ie s ”
judged Christian von Heusinger, head em. of the Department of Drawings of the Brunswick Herzog Anton
Ulrich Museum famous for its collections on occasion of a visit.
Offer no. 15,181

— without glas & frame —

h t t p : / / w w w. r u g e n d a s . c o m
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∙

€ 19000.

e-mail: niemeyer@rugendas.com

Voilà , up it goes

Stradanus, Johannes (= Jan van der Straet; Bruges 1523 – Florence 1605). Staphæ, sive Stapedes.
The Invention of the S t i r r u p . Manufacture, sale & usage in their whole bustling plenty. Engraving by
Theodore Galle (1571 Antwerp 1633) for Joan Galle (the former’s son; 1600 Antwerp 1676). C. 1591. Inscribed in the subject lower left: Joan. Stradanus inuent. / Joan. Galle excud. & within the caption field: 9. /
title as above / Pedes, humi vt, stetere equo, insidentium / Cito leuati, vt ipsa scala subleuat. 7¾ × 10½ in
(19.7 × 26.8 cm).
NOVA REPERTA / NEW DISCOVERIES & INVENTIONS 9. – Leesberg (New Hollstein, Stradanus) 331,
III; Hollstein (Theod. Galle) from 410-430; Nagler (Stradanus) XVII, page 449, Nova reperta … set of 9
sheets, with captions … Engraved by Th. Galle.; Thieme-Becker (Galle Dynasty) XIII, page 105/II ad Th.
G.: Besides he reproduced a number of compositions after Stradanus.

E x tr e m el y

ra r e

hi p po lo gi cal

sp e cif i c

from the first Reperta series, which was followed by a simultaneous further one of 10 sheets engraved by Jan
Collaert II, numbered 10 ff. All of them are

famous

early

representations

of

rarity ,

in which latter regard the presentation of the stirrups holds an additionally special position and consequentially is offered here for the first time, after an indeed only almost complete lot of both series was traded
here in the 1970s.

“ t he

o ld

d id

not

know

t he

s ti r r up s ,

which seem to have appeared only at the time of Otto I (crowned 936) ”
( Meyers Konv.-Lex., 4th ed., XV [1889], 259/I ).
Very fine impression on fine light laid paper of this nevertheless later state with the added edge line below,
hard to read double circle watermark on the left, and excellently wide margins of 4.6-5.4 cm. – Above the
right edge of the subject paled old numbering “10” in bister. – Small faint spot below the right caption field.
Offer no. 16,084

€

1380.
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“ Drag Hunting ”
Vernet, Carle (actually Antoine Charles Horace, Bordeaux 1758 – Paris 1836). La Chasse. Fox-hunting.
The hunting party galloping across hilly landscape with the pack aside. The fox not visible yet. Aquatint by
Louis Philibert Debucourt (1755 Paris 1832) printed in brown. Inscribed: C. Vernet del. / P. L. Debucourt
sculp. / Déposé a la Bibliotheque Nalle. / A Paris chez Rolland, Place Victoires, No. 6., otherwise as above. 19
× 26¼ in (48.1 × 66.8 cm).

Dayot 2, II (with ill.); Fenaille 141, II, each final state with the letter. – Two minimal box pleats in the sky. –
On untrimmed Van Gelder Zonen laid paper with margins on three sides 4-4.8, above 2.5 cm wide in addition to the already wide white platemark.

Superior splendid sheet
in Debucourt’s characteristic painterly aquatint manner and wanted as all his engravings. For the horsecrazy Vernet meanwhile a sujet par excellence:
In 1784 the same father – the land- and seascapist Claude Joseph V. – who urged the son only one year before “he should restrain from riding, and not leave his works incomplete” bought him a horse as further
stimulation.
Offer no. 12,292

— without glas & frame —

€

1508.

“ an important evidence for the state of equine science in the 18th century
as well as the status of the horse in the old society in general ”
(Dietrich Fröba [longstanding head of Deutsches Pferdemuseum], per [Preciousnesses: The Principal Colors of
Horses — A Rare Engraving Œuvre] , in Zwischen Weser und Elbe XI [1992], 2 along with 2 color illustrations). —
Broken up here a time-marked torso of the 51-sheet work, which to disregard nevertheless

t he

g r eat

r ar ity

of

e v en

( p l a t e s i z e s c . 7 ½ - 7 ⅝ × 5 ¼ i n[19-19.5×13.5 cm] / sheet

size

i n div i d ual

p la t es

c. 1 0 ¼ × 7 ⅝ i n[26 × 19.5

cm] + à € 48 – € 530 )

forbids all the more as originatingfrom t h e f i r s t e d i t i o n in the Ridinger’s original
coloring.
Altready in 1857 at Weigel only the second edition of just 40 sheet in black state and a 28-sheet torso of the
same as “new coloredcopies”, nonetheless“Extremelyrare”. — Illustrated catalog
on request —
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Hippological Wonder

“ T h i s Yo u n g T i g e r H o r s e
bred at Orange=Polder a village not far from Delft
in the province of Holland

had this Ear-bouquet of black color
like the other spots and

has been paid for as a rarity very dearly
by the manorial family of counts Promnitz from Silesia
during their Dutch journey in 1743. ”
T h e I n s t a n t a n e o u s R e nd i t i o n …
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— J. El. Ridinger sc(ulpsit): et excud(it). 1745 —
of the Tiger Horse with the quite unique ear-bouquet after the portrait painted from life by Christian Ludwig Baron von Löwenstern (1701 Darmstadt 1754). Copper printing plate in reverse. Inscribed: Lib: Baro de Löuenstern ad viv: pinx. Darmst. … 13¾ × 11¼ in (35 × 28.5 cm).

As hippological wonder the portrait of the Promnitz trouvaille was conceivably painted already during the
return and entrusted to Ridinger as first resort for such for i n s t a n t a n e o u s d o c u m e n t a t i o n
within his running series of zoological case examples. Baron von Löwenstern, closely connected with the
court at Darmstadt and active also as poet and composer, was, like Goethe, an amateur artist with nonetheless a most extensive painted œuvre. Adequately hereto then

t he original printing plate
in reverse to sheet 38 (etching with engraving, Th. & Schwarz 280, “The six horses comprised in this collection later had been sold also separately”) of the Representation of the Most Wondrous Deer and other Animals

inthereddishgolden

brilliance

of its 275 years old copper
as correspondingly trouvaillesque, worldwide unique collector’s object par exellence traced back here far
beyond Thieme-Becker (vol. XXVIII, 1933, p. 308)
seamlessly directly to the master’s estate itself
while still 1856 Thienemann had considered the plates of the Most Wondrous as lost. For
“ Preserved

a r e

original

o f

18 th century

g r e a t

printing-plates

r a r i t y ”

(Stefan Morét in Ridinger catalog Darmstadt, 1999, pp. 62 f. See also the plates there I.13, I.8 & I.11, color
ill. 6 & b/w ills. pp. 63 f.).
And especially on Ridinger’s :
“ Of the high technical and qualitative standard of the works of Ridinger and his sons collaborating in the
workshop especially as engravers the (only very partially) preserved printing-plates bear witness still today. ”
To the same effect then already before Bernadette Schöller in Der Kölner Graphikmarkt zur Zeit Wenzel Hollars
within Wenzel Hollar – Die Kölner Jahre ed. by Werner Schäfke, Cologne 1992, p. 19:

“ The copper plates
which on the basis of both their material value and the hours of work invested therein

enjoyed a far higher esteem
than, for instance , a preparatory drawing handled only too often disrespectfully … ”

As then elsewhere, too: “The Nuremberg publisher Frauenholz was so taken with this work that he acquired
the plate from Reinhart (1761-1847) for a considerable

sum” (Teeuwisse III [2007], 29).

And quite specifically for instance Adrian Zingg who during his Paris years (1759/66) ultimately was paid
by the great Wille “up to a thousand pound for the plate” while “for the accuracy with which he executed
his works … nevertheless could not cover his expenses”. So this towards Hagedorn as director general of
the arts in Saxony for the purpose of putting through his requests for employment in Dresden:
“ The work was agreed upon when I started it, and all the time spent much more time than I had expected at the beginning, and sacrificed of my own money, to finish the work to my liking ”
(Erwin Hensler in the explanatory notes to the 1923 facsimile edition of Zingg’s album – here available per
16,072/€ 945 – , page 4). Etc. etc. as continued in the complete documentation available on request.
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And yet in the case here , mind you , nevertheless still regarding just reproduction plates! What artistic and
therefore timeless factor only defining the value there

w he r e t he a r t i st’ s g e n i u s i t s e lf
draws the lines , guides the chisel , amplifies the intensity of etching there and reduces it here, and forces
the own vision upon the copper!

Here & now then in such a way a Ridinger plate !
And so was stated here on occasion of parts of the so-called Thieme-Becker block of Ridinger’s printing plates
“One of the most sensational discoveries in art history … Ridinger’s original printing (sic!!!) plates”. That
present one

has been worked by the master alone
shall be mentioned expressly. Just as documented by above inscription, too.

And on copper plates as painting ground and in general finally Keith Andrews, Adam Elsheimer, 2006, pp.
18/I, 2 & 57/I,3 resp.:
“ Partly they certainly were intended for the decoration of furniture, especially as veneer
nets ” (spacing not in the original). And , once more ,

for cabi-

“ Besides copper plates could be applied right into furniture ”.
Shielded from tarnishing by fine application of varnish ,
the plate is generally printable in the ordinary course of its use through the times, however, it is offered and
sold as a work of art and a collector’s item, thus without prejudice to its eventual printing quality. Shortly ,

a n e xt r em e l y g ra tif yi ng , wo rl dwi d e uni q ue ab so l ut um .
Proposed to you with the recommendation of a timeless-elegantly frameless hanging (fittings included) for
that you will experience the reflection of the respective light to the fullest.

And what said private Ridinger plate purchasers generally ?

“ Yo u h a v e s u r p r i s e d m e … ”
“ I would like to thank you,

the plates are more beautiful than I had expected … ”
And an American purchaser
still before the L ower Saxon bombshell:

“ … and I know the plate will only gain in value ”.
Yet first in 2001 the Augsburg Art Collections presented the acquired 12-plate set for the Paradise
suite within the exposition “KUNSTREICH“ as the important acquisitions of the past decade
(catalog KUNSTREICH no. 102, pp. 198-201).
Ten years later then the Cultural Endowment of the State of Lower Saxony swept

by the their overnight acquisition of 104 ( sic !! ) plates
for the exquisite Brunswick Herzog Anton Ulrich Museum
a greater part of this stock of plates ir revocably from the market .

That present one via Promnitz-Pless

besides prominentlytouches World War I per Declara-

tion of War by the USA … see the full documentation.And so the most elitist frequentlystill is the
best value. Proposed to you with the recommendation of a timeless-elegantly frameless hanging for that you
will experience the reflection of the respective light to the fullest.
Offer no. 16,232

– along with said frameless hanging fittings –

€ 60000.
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With Parrocel’s Famous Riding School Suite

La Guérinière, (François Robichon de). École de Cavalerie; Contenant la Connoissance,l’Instruction,
et la Conservation du Cheval. 2 vols. Paris, Par la Compagnie (des Libraires), 1756. 8 unpag. ll., 319 pp.; 2
unpag. ll., 300 pp. With author’s portrait & frontispiece, engraved by Simon Henri Thomassin (1687 Paris
1741) after Louis Tocqué (1696 Paris 1772) and Benoit II Audran after Parrocel resp. and

33

( 4 fol d e d)

en g ra vi ng s

(9⅝ × 4¾ and 7½ × 9⅝-10¼ in [19 × 12 and 19 × 24.5-26 cm] resp. leaf size) by (14, among which the
folded engravings) and after Charles Parrocel (1688 Paris 1752). Contemporary calf binding.
Mennessier de La Lance II, 28. – Fourth octavo edition of the

f un dam e n ta l

R id i ng

I ns tr ucti on

of

t he

R o ya l

E q ue r r y

and founder of several riding schools, originally published in smallest format and without illustrations in
1729 and repeatedly republished well into the 19th century, for which Parrocel created his famous suite
which led to the first illustrated and at the same time folio-sized edition of 1733. The first of the likewise illustrated octavo editions followed in 1736. – On the back of each of the titles list of the nine booksellers constituting the publishers’ “Compagnie”.
Bound fittingly to the text, the suite starts with 24 half-page dressage scenes on 12 plates also etched by
Parrocel himself throughout, which are followed by 8 full-page, together portrait-like executed works, of
which two likewise are worked by Parrocel alone, one with his invenit only, and the other five of his designs
are executed by outside engravers (Tardieu, N. Dupuis, Laurent Cars, Beauvais, L. Desplaces). The four
large folding plates – besides summary dressage overview one each richly opened up by numbers for the
outer parts of the horse, its skeleton, and for the sick animal – again by him all alone. Bound in-between as
fitting finally 9 engravings bridle, horseshoe, tools, and schemata, of which eight carry the engraver inscription of Guillaume Dheulland (D’Heuland, early 18th cent. until about 1770). Seven of Parrocel’s own inscription with only one “r”.
For the present portrait-like full-page engravings La Croupe au Mur & Le Piaffer here by the same engravers
Dupuis and Cars resp. similarly worked folio formats of 1751 known (from the second folio La Guérinière
of that year?), which instead of the dressage designation are inscribed with M. le Marquis de Beauvilliers and
M. de Kraut resp. and are accompanied by their coats of arms, thereby per “pinx.” instead of “inv.” here going back to Parrocel’s corresponding paintings. The 24 half-page dressage scenes here by the way served
Leonhard Michael Steinberger (1713 – Augsburg 1772) as freely related patterns for his 24-plate school
published by Ridinger (Th.-Stillfried p. 295 & appendix III, p. 2; Schwarz vol. I, XXV).
“ Besides the astoundingly true depiction of the horse and all costume details P.s strength – ThiemeBecker judge 1936 – particularly lies
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in the bold composition of lively animated groups .”

Seen and experienced as insider. 17/18 years old he served as cavalryman. And still 1744/45 he “accompanied the French army on its campaigns … and became eyewitness of the Battle at Fontenoy”. But then he
already held a professorship, esteemed as history and especially battle painter trained at the great Tempesta
as well as etcher, quite son of his father Joseph being on friendly terms with neighbor Diderot as at the same
time his first teacher. Supposedly it was the younger one of the two of them of which Ridinger thought of in
his letter of old age of 1765 to Johann Georg Wille in Paris (Bavarian private collection and not in the Wille
correspondence published 1999) as one of those “who all I envision as my masters and this is not said no I
am convinced of it”.
Present edition identical with that of 1754 except for a few differences. The engraved small arms on the title of that here replaced by a woodcut vignette, the pagination of p. I/319 also differing. The contents of II
set in larger type so that it only ends in the midst of p. 300.
The rubbed bindings slightly bumped at corners and edges as well as with few minor burst offs and worm
traces. Front joint of vol. I and that of the back cover of II above and below each torn on 2-3.5 cm, but at
most only minimally penetrating the interior, otherwise of absolutely intact binding whose red-brown marbled floral fly-leaf together with inner cover shall be mentioned especially. The white back of the fly-leaves
and the white final leaf of II browned, evenly feebly still portrait, frontispiece, and title of II as well as one
of the folding plates top back. Leaf 169/70 of I with old backing of the margin. Otherwise virtually stain-free
copy with multiple interesting old owner’s mark:
Both frontcovers with armorial bookplate von Haugk on the interior, back of fly-leaf of I with written
buyer’s note of Glogau (supposedly 18)42 and on both titles written “M. Troost. 1881. Capitaine”.
Shortly, positively up to the binding with its rich gilt tooled back and the red back-plates a roundly fine
copy of this indispensable work with its Parrocel illustration setting the standard both artistically and hippologically as a value sui generis.
Offer no. 15,149

€

1730.
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The Anderhub Copy
Rugendas I, Georg Philipp (1666 Augsburg 1742). Diversi Pensieri. Countryfolk mounted/with horses. Set
of 8 sheet. Etchings. Inscribed: Diversi Pensieri p(er) Georgio Filippo Rugendas Pittore. Aug: Vind: 1699.
Jeremias Wolff excudit Cum Privilegio Sac: Cæsar: Maiest. 1. (title) and, varying, I. Wolff exc(ud). (Aug.
Vind.) C(um). P(riv). S(ac). C(æc and æs resp.). M(aj). 2. (till 8.) resp. 4⅝ × 5½-5⅝ in (11.6-11.8 × 14.1-14.2
cm). Stitched.

P r ov e na n ce
J. H. Anderhub
with his exlibris of 1937 EX BIBLIOTHECA J. H. ANDERHUB below his bust silhouette
Teuscher 23-30, I (of III, recte IV) with illustrations; Stillfried 20-27; Art Stock Catalog Weigel IX, 1840,
10,321 & VI, 7133 (state II with Ridinger’s address with date 1750 with omission of the privilege note);
Schwarz, Ridinger Collection von Gutmann, 1910, XXVIII (7 sheets only), state II (title) and II, 1 (Ridinger address without date) resp.
Sheets 1, 5 & 8 with watermark torso. – With 2-2.5 cm wide partially feebly foxing margin, only the title in
the image as well and somewhat more in the white margin. – Laterally left mounted on cardboard of 1919.
– The fold strips partly, of sheet 8 completely, torn, but backed acid-freely.

The

charming

set

of

“bucolic

contents”

like the “Capricci” of 1698 (Gode Krämer in Catalog Augsburg)

filled with the poetry of the intimate Rugendas
beyond of battle noise and also here confirming Wilhelm Schmidt’s résumé drawn in Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie 130 years ago according to which “Doubtless, set into better circumstances, e. g. living in the Netherlands about 1650, he would have become an artist who

would have surpassed all his horse and battle competitors ”
The preparatory pencil drawings in reverse worked for the transfer to the copper with marks of trace and
red chalk on the back in Brunswick, while for sheets 2, 6, 7 & 8 there are “very exact equilateral drawings
of the same size (brown pen) without traces of transfer” in Augsburg which by no means were or could be
“copies after the etchings” as held by Heusinger in the Brunswick exhibition catalog “The engraved Image”
of 1987. See on this Cat. Augsburg to items 26 & 29. Here then now the graphic Pensieris titled so by
Rugendas himself

in the first state of adequate provenance
with the address of Jeremias Wolff (1663-1724), by Weigel 1840 valued with 1 Tlr. 8 Gr. and thus quite visibly set off against the just 10 Groschen for the 50 years later second state, though that “does not differ from
the state of the 1st edition” (Cat. Augsburg to no. 30), with exception of, however, the address changed to
Ridinger which first appears together with the date 1750, then without the latter and by Teuscher (23) accordingly separated into II & II,1. From which correctly 4 states result. T. III (recte then IV) 1824 for Herzberg in Augsburg as expressly documented per T. 23 only. The publishing additionally proven by explanation cat. Augsburg, no. 26.
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Did not figure, as further prints, too, in the 1963 book sale of the “Bibliotheca Hippologica I. H. Anderhub”. Here the in rust-red wrappers, inscribed in German (by own hand?) “Rugendas / Diversi Pensieri / 8 l
/ Wolff A. V. 1699 / complete see Stillfried p. 1 no. 20-27”.
Offer no. 28,608

263

€

Ye a r s

Old

Medicus

940.

Hippologicus

Winter (von Adlersflügel), Georg Simon. (Well-experienced Horse Physician, Who instructs thoroughly how to diagnose the Horses’ Complexion, Nature, and Age, cure all Interior and External Diseases, and preserve the Sound Horses from all Imminent Deficiencies.) Furnished with an appendix of some
rare
medicines found excellently well for young foals
and improved through and through, and enlarged by the most well-tried arcanis, by Valentin Trichter,
well-installed Riding Master of the Republic of Nuremberg. Embellished with plenty necessary engravings,
that is with

44

fo l de d

e n gra vi ng s

on

35

p l at es .

Nuremberg, Joh. Andreas Endter, 1757. 20 unpag. leaves title, preface, contents, 838 pp., 9 unpag. leaves
index. Contemporary calf-binding.
In German. – Title in red & black. – The FIRST EDITION CONDUCTED BY TRICHET for the
original publisher of this classic, published in folio for the first time in 1678 and long-lived up to the German edition Philadelphia 1840, whose engravings, lead by a plate of instruments of 10⅞ × 15⅛ in (27.5 ×
38.5 cm), are dedicated to anatomic details, clinical + treatment pictures and here corresponding in number and kind with those of the first edition (double full-size plate with instruments + 45 text engravings),
here besides three not counted with numbered I-XLI and if applicable joined to larger plates as appropriate to the text. – The

“ R i chl y

i ll us tra t ed

ho rs e

m edi ci n e

wi t h

ma ny

r e ci p es ”

(Bibliotheca Hippologica I. H. Anderhub, 1963, no. 367 [this edition])

in

d e cid e dl y

fin e

co p y ,

only particularly inner front cover & fly-leaf and already negligibly still the title foxed, otherwise only occasional mostly just tiny spots and isolated impression . Introduction with decreasing small worm trace in the
lower inner margin as also at the slightly worn-out capitals of the back. The edges of the front cover
pushed.
Offer no. 15,148
€
1380.
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Hubert — Father of the Par Force Hunt
“ So this hunt, too, is an age-old custom … as shall be shown again that to this belongs a skillful and hard
riding … Indeed little credit is taken neither those par force nor those German hunts, or added more, if
one knows for sure, or not, which surpassed each other in ancient times …

But saint Hubert is venerated by this hunt as main patron ,
and although in Christianitythe same generally is regarded as the first par force
hunter, or a gentleman so has loved the par force hunt very much … Here yet I will only continue, however, and describe
the hunt, and thus start with it …

D e t a i l f r o m R i d i n g e r ’ s S h o o t i n g Ta b l e 1 6 , 1 1 5 / p a g e 3 3
His Princely Serenity the ruling prince of Anhalt=Bernburg, Prince Victor Frederick are no less a toilsome
enthusiast of par force hunting. The same esteem
the great tribulation of the Harz Mountains
not have a pleasure with this par force hunt, as they exercise, and hold, such between Ballenstett,
Hartzgerode, Güntersberg, and Gernrode
in the very high mountains;afterall in that region there are ever and anon mountains which are hardly passed, that frequently one has to lead the horses down,
not to say one should hunt there along in gallop.
Yet the hunt goes well, albeit one has to depend a lot on the hounds. There are nothing but German hunters, and many a Frenchman would be astonished should he participate in this cumbersome hunt.
The otherwise usual time for par force hunting in in spring, as soon as the ground has settled, like in March
and April. In May is ceased because the game fawns its calves … In the July the hunt goes up again, and
lasts until November 3 as the the Hubert Feast is celebrated … ”
( Döbel, Von der Parforce=Jagd, within op. cit., pt. II, pp. 87-108; lot 14,803/€ 1485 ) .

“ A Great Number of Fine (Parforce) Horses ”
Ridinger, Johann Elias (Ulm 1698 – Augsburg 1767). The Par Force Horses are led onto the Rendezvous.
Endless train of saddled horses led by the grooms mostly three by three out of the wood onto the clearing.
From right two hunting carriages come along. Etching with engraving. Inscribed: Joh. El. Ridinger del.
sculps. et excud. Aug. Vind., otherwise in German as above. 12¼ × 18⅞ in (31.2 × 47.9 cm).
The Par Force Hunt of the Stag III. – Th. & Schwarz 51; Weigel, Art Stock Cat., 4a & 16545 (“old
now only seldom occurring impressions”, 1847!); Stubbe, Johann Elias Ridinger, 1966, pp. 15 f. – Not in the
Silesian Ridinger collection at Boerner XXXIX (1885 !). – Thienemann:
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“ A great number of fine horses, usually three saddled ones side by side, led by the groom in the center,
are on the long train to the rendezvous. There is much life and Ridinger’s master hand knows to bring
variation into this life: ”
Of the preparatory drawings three are dated from 1746 (Th. p. 274, folder I, b to Th. 49 and one not engraved & Schwerdt III, 216, bottom 1 to Th. 60) as well as one from 1750 (Schwerdt, as before, 2 to Th.
56), both the latter as variants.
Extensive 8-line caption in German. – Marvelous impression on strong laid paper with wide margins of laterally 4.7-5, above and below 3-4.8 cm. – In the left lateral margin the publisher’s two pricks. In the upper
margin a tear reaching up to the platemark backed acid-freely just as some further smaller ones.
Offer no. 15,174

— illustration page 49 —

€

1290.

D e t a i l f r o m R i d i n g e r ’ s S h o o t i n g Ta b l e 1 6 , 1 1 5 / p a g e 3 3
Ridinger, Johann Elias (Ulm 1698 – Augsburg 1767). English par force and German Hounds. Etching w.
engraving. (1738.) Inscribed: J. E. R. f. / N. 5., otherwise in German as above. 7⅜ × 6 in (18.8 × 15.2 cm).
Th. & Schwarz 395. – Sheet 5 of the instructive set Design of Several Animals in its first edition with its strong
laid paper. – “These plates are much wanted and frequently copied” (Th. 1856). – Margins above & below
6-6.8 cm, laterally 1.8-2.3 cm wide. – At the upper edge still both the two original fine pricks.
Offer no. 15,629

— illustration overleaf —

€

220.

€

220.

———Turkishgrey or par force Hound. As above. – Th./Schwarz 399. – Sheet 9 of the set.
Offer no. 15,638

— illustration overleaf —

———French par Force Hounds. As above. – Th./Schwarz (ill. vol. I, page 57) 396. – Sheet 6 of the set. —
illustration overleaf —
Offer no. 15,633
€
220.

The Preparatory Drawing to just the French Par Force Hounds
———French par Force (Hounds). Only three of them yet. Pen and brown ink. C. 1735. Inscribedin
bistre: in the upper margin Francöesische par Force & lower right .N.11. (sic!). 3⅝ × 4 in (92 × 103 mm).
Th. (1856, page 276) sect. III, Drawings, portfolio IV, p, Design of Several Animals, para. 2
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“ … a similar collection in smaller format … in pen and bistre .”

Still deviating from the engraving , outline design in the same direction and original size of three of
the hounds to Th. 396 & Schwarz (ill. vol. I, page 57) as no. 6 of the set, by Ridinger here still intended as
.N. 11. Still missing the fourth hound extending into the subject with just about a third, yet up to above of
the lying third one. Also the not present Hounds in the designation with consideration of spacing, but also
the numbering rather far right, quite obviously original. – For the preparatory drawing of the entire composition in wash and bistre see Th. ibid. para. 1 and lot 552 of the Ridinger appendix of Weigel’s catalog of
drawings of 1869 resp.
While Thienemann could document on the basis of Weigel’s inventory essentially originating in Ridinger’s
bequest of drawings with 118 pictorially complete drawings (IV p, para. 1) almost the entire series of the
Design, so, without possible further ones among the horses,
only 16 sheet of the small-sized core designs
which he dates as of 1735. Present work a therefore rare, indeed, precious evidence.
From an old album with corresponding traces of mount on the back and erroneous written attribution to
Jos. Gg. Wintter in pencil. – Cut of the upper arch of the first F of the designation, the stroke of which in
harmony with that of the engraving.
Offer no. 15,646
€
945.

15,646 / original size

15,633

15,629 & 15,638
———Par force Hunter with the pack. Postcard in rotogravure after Th. 115 by O. Felsing, court copperplate printing office, Charlottenburg (Berlin). Same place, Nationaler Verlag Wilhelm Felsing, c. 190050

1918. 5⅜ × 3⅝ in (13.8 × 9.2 cm). – Unused “ARTIST POSTCARD” after the sujet of the Falconers set etched by Martin Elias R. – “He rides an English horse and blows the bugle. The pack accompanies him solemnly and quietly”.
Offer no. 28,455
€
29.

The Plenty of Riding at a Par Force Hunt
— In Thiébaud only a L ater Edition —
Vernet, Carle (actually Antoine Charles Horace, Bordeaux 1758 – Paris 1836). (La chasse à Courre [au
cerf].) Suite of 24 sheet. Engravings with etching (8⅜-9 × 11⅞-12⅛ in [21.2-22.8 × 30.2-30.9 cm]) by
(Schwerdt: F.) Gamble. C. 1804-1814. Contemp. h. leather with gilt back and brown marbled covers.
Dayot 16; Thiébaud 927 (not knowing the first states with Schwerdt & Jeanson and here resp., see below);
Schwerdt III, 65: “Highly interesting set” (b e f o r e numbering); Jeanson, 1987, 574 (before numbering,
besides erroneously taking over Thiébaud’s “about 1830” for his later edition). – Not in Souhart and the
Schoeller collection.

Ve r n e t ’ s 2 4 - s h e e t

S u i t e

as magnificent accord of instructiveness , variety and richness of pictures ,
here in the final state as recorded by Dayot as the one and only with both the address (Jeanson and supposedly Schwerdt, too) “Deposé à la Bibliothèque Impériale” and the numbering above right. Thiébaud knows
the set only as later, likewise numbered edition with the address “Paris, Veuve Turgis” and dates it in such a
way too late at “about 1830”.
The classic interpretation of a new century as response to the baroque plenty of the predominant Ridinger
as, most interestingly, a favorite especially also with the French aristocracy before the revolution. But now
Vernet. First highly paid master of the nobility, then with the red Phrygian cap, but imperturbable in the
depiction of what is the fine gentlemen’s savoir vivre. Vernet the Middle, son and at the same time father of
famous colleagues.
His outstandingly rare suite surpasses the 1756 Ridinger suite already nominally by one and a half, but also
shows the details clearer. Always the process itself is the hub of the picture to which the environment remains subordinated. That an

incomparably

splendid

aspect

of

horses

comes along lies in the course of the artist’s nature. Vernet was infatuated with horses.
This all then the stations of this set, bound here contrary to the incomprehensible numbering of the plates
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(this indeed correctly limited to 1-24, yet, e. g., the introducing tracker scenes numbered 21 and 16 resp.,
Mort & Curée even 4 & 5) in the natural sequence as seen per pencil by the previous owner, deviating only
partially from the likewise contemporarily bound Schwerdt copy, for the stag’s final phase evidently faulty
though.
On the stag turning to bay (no. 2) the “Impériale” effaced as a hint for an impression from after the end of
the Napoleonic empire indeed, but still before the address à la Thiébaud, also slightly less wide margins, albeit on lighter laid paper, and of very fine impression, even still with plate dirt. Contrary hereto the other
sheets printed on a particularly heavy paper without line watermark with margins of about 3-4 top and below and 5.5 cm laterally resp. Plates 8 & 3 (4 & 23 of the binding) with watermark fragment “8”.

The un i fo rm l y fi n e p ri nt q ua li ty

not least defined by the fine handling of light and shadow .
The left platemarks predominantly impressed a little sharply and providently backed acid-freely, likewise
two marginal tears. The wide paper margins mostly just a little and moreover on the outer edge only foxspotted on two to three sides, the interior margins with mounting traces of supposedly removed overlays,
the front fly-leaf renewed with old paper. The binding partially rubbed, but not unproper and as contemporary the positively still fine cover for a

hunting-historically absolutely outstanding scenario ,
thematically belonging “ to the most wanted works ” of hunting prints
as Thienemann stated on occasion of Ridinger’s set of just 16 sheet. Once at home in the Orient
— “ albeit many rather consider the same from Nimrod. As to be read in the first Book Moses in the 10th
chapter … yet the par force hunt … is a hunt and means to capture that one desires by force, so Nimrod thus would have been … a par force or mighty hunter ”
( Döbel, Von der Parforce=Jagd, within op. cit., pt. II, here page 87; lot 14,803/€ 1485 ) —
introduced in Germany by Charlemagne, experiencing its rebirth in 18th century France, here now then the
final, the sovereign creation as supposedly

Fr a n ce ’ s
Offer no. 28,049
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f i na l

bow

to

“ her ”

fi n e st

hun t .
€

6300.

15,174 / pages 44 f.

“Report of the Dog Handler to the ‘Maître D’Équipage’”

Opening Sheet to as Early as Rarest Set
Ridinger, Johann Elias (Ulm 1698 – Augsburg 1767). Departure for Hunting. Etching, partly with drypoint, by Johann Daniel Hertz I (1693 Augsburg 1754) for Jeremias Wolff just there. (1723.) Inscribed (torso): Joh. Elias Ridinger. Sheet size 13 × 19 in (33 × 48.4 cm).
Th. & Schwarz (vol. I, plate III as first state) 9; Weigel, Art Stock Catalog, part XIII (1843), 12586 (as dis53

charge print, presumably identical with that at Faber-Castell/Hamminger, see below); Coppenrath, part II,
1449 (trimmed to the edge of the subject and with “with small margin added”, “ e x t r e m e l y r a r e ” ,
1889); Helbing XXXIV (Arbeiten von J. E. und M. E. Ridinger, 1554 items; 1900), 8 (“trimmed to platemark”); Counts Faber-Castell (1958) 18 (as discharge print from the Hamminger collection [1894], presumably identical with Weigel’s copy above).

Plate 1 of the complete hardly traceable third earliest hunting set
(Thienemann: “… which I do not possess myself , but would like to possess”, 1856 !) in the moreover

once more magnified rare first state
and dedicated in this only to Lothar Franz von Schönborn (1655-1729), elector of Mayence and princebishop of Bamberg, here, however, as a result of trimming under loss of his dedication, too, see below.
The report scenery was used about 1735 by Johann George Heintze as part décor for the rear view of Johann Joachim Kaendler’s Meissen Vase with Lid and Woman’s Head Handles in Dresden (inv. no. P.E. 3508),
with the second piqueur along with two hounds placed left of the white horse, “silhouetted before the white
background … on a painted gold pedestal with central leaf mask and foliage tendrils”. For the cartouche of
the front view the Boar Hunt (Th. 12) of the set was used, while the Deer Hunt Th. 10 graces the pendant
v a s e P. E . 7 2 7 6 . S e e P i e t s c h ( e d . ) , P o r c e l a i n P a r f o r c e,Munich2005,nos. 59 f.
along
with thre
(color) illustrations each of the porcelains and the three Ridingers.
Complete copies of the set beside the one known to Thienemann, the one of Baron Gutmann (Schwarz),
and after all two traded here provable here only with Schwerdt (III [1928], 134 as in succession of Thienemann and Schwarz not recognized 3rd state with Hertel’s address and in such a way described erroneously
as proofs before the Schönborn dedication, subsequently then at L’Art Ancien, Ridinger list 14 [1939], 2,
now as “ S t a t e a p p a r e n t l y n o t d e s c r i b e d ”
and putting up for discussion Schwerdt’s “before”
the dedication) and the one sold in 1958 by K. & F. (LXIV, 167) as likewise 3rd state and in such a manner
possibly anew the Schwerdt copy.

Silver-grey impression of the presumably 1st state
as illustrated by Schwarz, yet with regard to trimming to the edge of the subject – only above almost
throughout with fine platemark – only with the spared signature rest “Ioh. Elias Ridinger” directly on the
left beneath the picture and without the said Schönborn dedication and the Virgil verse thusly only quoted
above. Some small tears as well as a thin upper corner backed acid-freely. – Watermark Large Fleur-de-lis.
Offer no. 15,233

€

1980.

———Ducitur ducit(ur)que vicissim – He guides and is guided in turn. Search hunter (tracker) with
leader at long leash, stepping out of the woods into the open. In the reset middle distance before tree
scenery stopping royal. On the horizon high steeple. Etching with engraving. (1740.) Inscribed: Ducitur
ducitqe vicissim. / I. E. Ridinger inv. del. et sc. A. V. 6 × 9⅛ in (15.3 × 23.3 cm; sheet size 17⅞ × 12⅜ in).
Th. & Schwarz (vol. I, plate X) 162. – Small tear of ⅝ × ⅛ in (1.5 × 0.2 cm) in the left outer margin 4.5 cm
wide and faint margin patina, only the lower right corner a bit more from turning over.

The vignette as the classic par force hunt motif

of the as a whole frame-worthy title sheet
to the 23-sheet set REPRESENTATION OF THE FAIR GAME with their tracks and traces added … — ask
for two complete copies available here, one of which as Ridinger’s personal copy — together with the
fullpage PRILIMINARY REPORT in its fine large typography (in German) on the back. The extensive title
text itself in red & black and in deviating state raising chronological question, as known here so far only of
the title sheet of Ridinger’s aforesaid personal copy (offer no. 28.888).
Offer no. 15,798
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€

290.

Ridinger Par Force Hunt Prints

As

Oil

Paintings

By Georg Adam Eger or His Circle
countering the virtually oilless Ridinger market most magnificently
Johann Elias Ridinger (Ulm 1698 – Augsburg 1767) & Georg Adam Eger (? 1727 Murrhardt
1808; till 1768 court hunt painter at Darmstadt). Two etchings from Ridinger’s Par Force Jagd of
the Stag in their plain image size printed on grounded zinc, executed as oil paintings in the colors
of Hesse-Darmstadt by Eger or his circle, probably partially with use of tempera. Supposedly
1764/68. 10¼ × 18⅝ in (26.2 × 47.2 cm). Green-gold-foil frame.
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Kölsch, Gg. Adam Eger … Jagdmaler am Hessen-Darmstädter Hof. Catalog of the Works in the Museum Hunting Seat Kranichstein, 2010; Thieme-Becker, Eger, X (1914), 369; Siebert, Kranichstein, Jagdschloß der Landgrafen von Hessen-Darmstadt, 1969; Hofmann, Führer durch das Darmstädter Jagdmuseum Schloß Kranichstein,
1981; Michel, Vorfahren und Verwandte des Tiermalers und Kupferstechers Joh. Elias Ridinger in Blätter des Bayer.
Landesvereins für Familienkunde, vol. XV, 1987, 396-414.

The Relays are set out by the Commander of the Hunt
Thienemann 53. – Sheet 5 of the set, at the same time title sheet of its second part. – “To keep order with
this number of humans and animals … exact places were assigned by the most noble leaders of the hunt
where the relay horses, the different braces of dogs, together with their mounted leaders, should stop. Our
sheet is filled with such troops partly stopping, partly moving ahead in divisions. The stewards are busy
quite in front.”
Offer no. 28,968

€ 34000.

The Stag turns to Bay in the Water, the Hounds are ceased and He receives the Coup de Grâce
Thienemann 61. – Sheet 13 of the set, at the same time title sheet of its fourth and final part. – “The whole
party has assembled around the water.”
Offer no. 28,969

€ 34000.

Exhibition
Schöne Beute — Bilder von der Jagd
Dr. Hanns Simon Foundation Bitburg
13 Januar – 3 March 2013

Literature
Catalog Book to the Exhibition
pages 90-93 (double full-page color illustrations) & 149

Here une qualled uniques
from t he group of t he “ sheet-metal paintings ”
at the court in Darmstadt as autonomous paintings of most beautiful appeal
and with respect to the hardly ever occurring of genuine Ridinger oil
Singularly charming Ridinger top items
whose uniforms are “designed in the colors of the landgraves, later grand-dukes of Hesse-Darmstadt. Especially by Georg Adam Eger … there exist quite a number of hunting paintings which correspond almost
down to details with your colors” (German Hunting and Fishery Museum).

“ Only Adam Georg Eger becomes the true painter of the par force hunt at Kranichstein
Louis VIII (1691 Darmstadt 1768, ruling since 1738, “the greatest nimrod of his time”, Hofmann) must
have esteemed Eger quite a lot, wished to have him as steady companion on the hunt and commissioned
him with a court hunting uniform to put him on a par with the huntsmen, also called him intimately ‘his
old mate’. Eger’s paintings were frequently copied by another Hesse-Darmstadt hunting painter, Nikolaus Michael Spengler, in the rare manner of glass pictures, certainly at the landgrave’s request. ”
(GiselaSiebert).— Comprehensive
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documentation

available .

RIDINGER’S
How

the

Wild Boar
is hunted and dealt
the

coup

de

grâce

original
Printing Plate
to Thienemann 68

in the

Reddish-Golden Brilliance
of its
270 Years Old Copper
Inscribed
Johann Elias Ridinger
inven. fecit et excud. Aug. Vind. …
C.

21¼ × 29¾ in !
(54.1 × 75.6 cm)

niemeyer’s

—

58

years

ridinger

experience
57

Drummer

for

Rid

“New York Emil Seitz
58

inger in

America

Broadway

No.
59

413”

The Original Copper Printing Plate of the Boar Hunt as One of the Two

R i d i n g e r

I m p e r i a l s

as j us t r ig ht f or A m er ic a wo rt hy t o be ar addi ti onally
Emil Seitz’ (presumably Unterweissach near Backnang c. 1830 – New York 1911) address
Ridinger, Johann Elias (Ulm 1698 – Augsburg 1767). How the Wild Boar is hunted and dealt the coup de
grâce – Qua Ratione Aper Exagitatus tandem Prosternatur. Copper-printing-plate in reverse. Inscribed:
Johann Elias Ridinger inven. fecit et excud. Aug. Vind., otherwise in German-Latin text as above. 21¼ ×
29¾ in (54.1 × 75.6 cm).
The optically excellently preserved printing plate in the mixed technique of etching and engraving as typical for Ridinger and his period to Th./Schwarz 68 and Schwerdt III, 135 (“… of the largest and most artistic
plates engraved by Ridinger himself ”)
as accordingly trouvaillesque, worldwide unique collection object par excellence traced back here far beyond Thieme-Becker (vol. XXVIII, 1933, p. 308)
seamlessly

directly

into

the

master’s

estate

itself

while deemed lost by Thienemannstill in 1856. Cf. on the assessment of old copper
plates already above per pages 44 f.

printing

And no less evidently impressed then the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (January 21, 2006), too, picked it up
in the case of an Ostade:
“ Rumbler brings along a unicum to the fair: the original printing-plate (5 × 3¾ in [12.8 × 9.5 cm] ! ,
parentheses not in the original) for Adriaen van Ostade’s etching ‘The Paterfamilias’ of 1648. Ostade’s
copper-plates – fifty altogether – were in a Dutch collection except for three from which they were sold
by auction one by one in 1995 ( 49000 Euro [ the said fair plate alone !, however, only a morsel maintaining respectful distance to a Rembrandt plate sold at auction on international parquet years ago ] ) ”
And colleague Rumbler himself per description of this cimely in the fair catalog:

“ Original Copper Plates
had at all times highest collecting interest …
The relic-like character ,
the historical value ,
and the high content of information
on the artist’s working methods
predestine the possession of such a plate to the

crowning keystone
of a collection . ”
And so the most elitist frequently still is the best value .
Beside the imperial privilege entry on the same line additionally on occasion of new prints as — just like the
pendant plate to Th. 67 available here, too — the only plates known here to bear additionally three posthumous publisher/printer addresses of the 19th century – these along with privilege, but not Ridinger’s inscription on its own line, due to general delicacy and too thorough removal of the old printing color legible
with well-aided, well-minded eye anymore – , including as quite fascinating

“ Ne w York E mi l S e it z Br oa d wa y No . 4 1 3 ” !
Seitz was the son-in-law of the Augsburg publisher Ferdinand Ebner I (1786-1859, children Ferdinand II &
daughter Emma), together with brother Ludwig (by marriage about 1809) owner (by partnership in 1821)
of the Herzberg Academic Art Gallery there which about 1824/25 had taken part both for technical support
and as publisher in the new Ridinger editions by the Engelbrecht Gallery there. Some years before the latter had taken over the Ridinger Publishing House including the printing plates. Independently of this Fer
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dinand established his own publishing house in 1823 which was sold after his decease in 1860 and went
bankrupt insolvent under the successor Bauer in 1864. In the absence of a successor the Herzberg store was
liquidated still by Ludwig himself about 1852. Before his union with Emma Ebner Seitz had worked together with her brother Ferdinand (II) in Berlin. The wedding took place in New York in 1852, where Emil
Seitz had moved late in 1850. With Broadway address from the beginning. Only in the foremost time no.
233, then 413 for good!

Seitz’ address on these crown plates of downright American pretensions
is in such a way excellently dovetailed with Ridinger’s estate of plates .
On his death Emil Seitz was bid farewell ex cathedra by the statement

“ He built up a large business
as one of the earliest art brokers
in the city ”

The New York Times
Fe b r u a r y 2 , 1 9 1 1
By that time Seitz had finally retired from business already 25 years before!

I t wa s a n Am e rica n car e e r !
More on this comple x in the illustrated flyer here

In a Big Way — Emil Seitz & Ridinger on Broadway.
The attribute as “the largest plates” by the way has to be amended to the effect that several mezzotints
worked by or for Johann Andreas Pfeffel after paintings from supposedly Ridinger’s early years – here
available in quite uniform even deep velvety qualities the 4-sheet set Roe-Boar-Bear-Quail of the C. F. G. R.
Schwerdt Collection otherwise unbeknownst to all but Thienemann per offer no. 16,234 – are of similar size
and Schwerdt III, 149 in addition records as what has to be described as practically a unique here not
provable anymore since 1939 a St. Hubert after Johann Caspar Sing (Braunau/Inn 1651 – Munich 1729),
with 33½ × 24⅜ in (85 × 61.8 cm) surpassing those once more. Showing “only” Ridinger’s “excudit” as
publisher, it should be a genuine work of his nonetheless. However, with 29¾ × 36⅛ in (75.5 × 91.8 cm)
sheet size here actually the most monumental sheet of the œuvre, albeit still engraved by third party, is the
early Siege and Conquest of Halicarnassus (Th. 917, offer no. 14,869/€ 13800 here) from the Alexander cycle.
By their artistic and as one-(!)-plate-works besides technical bravura, however, Th. 67 & 68 reckon as pendants among the hunting prints of all times to the finest hunting pictures pure and
simple. At
the same time after the abolishment of the par force hunt they are t h e ultimate graphical representation
of that hunt-historical zenith. – Rolf Biedermann in the 1967 Augsburg Ridinger catalog, no. 67:

“ By their style they should have been created in the late 40s … ”
Here & now the the Boar Hunt Th. 68 as synonym of

Printing Plate Monument & Royal Collector’s Item ,
busting about any imagination of what even most fastidious collectors deem possible objectwise.
Proposed to you besides with the recommendation of a timeless-elegant frameless hanging (fittings included) for that you will experience the respective light reflections to the fullest.
— along with said frameless hanging equipment —

Offer no. 16,182

€ 165000.

or
together with the pendant printing plate Th. 67

Th e Par Fo r ce Hun t o f a S ta g
— this apart per 16,181 at € 95000 —
per offer no. 14,930 at

€ 250000.

Following the boar sheet as contemporary impression of great provenance …
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The Arenberg Copy

of the Boar Sheet of the Imperial Stag-Boar Pendants Th. 67/68
Ridinger, Johann Elias (Ulm 1698 – Augsburg 1767). How the Wild Boar is hunted and dealt the coup de
grâce. – Qua Ratione Aper exagitatus tandem Prosternatur. Etching with engraving. Inscribed: Johann Elias Ridinger inven. fecit et excud. Aug. Vind., otherwise in German & Latin as above. 20⅞ × 29¼ in (53 ×
74.2 cm).
Thienemann & Schwarz 68; Catalog Augsburg 1967, no. 68 & cover ill. (detail); Schwerdt III, 135 (“of the
largest and most artistic plates engraved by Ridinger himself ”). – N o t in the Ridinger catalogs Kielce
(1997) & Kranichstein (1999). – With imperial privilege note.
Provenance

Dukes of Arenberg
Their oval blue collection stamp ( ⅜ ×¼ in [10×8 mm]) verso
with the three medlar flowers borrowed from the crest of the house
and the device
CH(RISTUS). PROTECTOR MEUS
(Lugt 567)
English Collection
“ The House of Arenberg always distinguished itself by … strict piety, great lenience towards the subjects,
and a liberalpatronizationofthe arts. The palace at Brussels holds
one of the most important collections of paintings and art in Europe ”
(Leopold von Eltester, Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie I [1875], p. 515).

In the eldest line dating back to the 12th century with Arenberg (Aremberg) in the district Ade62

nau/Ahr as ancestralseat, substantialpossessionson the Lower Rhine , in Westphalia
the Habsburg Netherlands and here in particular the part of today’s Belgium

and

were acquired

chiefly by marriage and inheritance with a consequential shift of interests.
From its gigantic print collection fed again and again by new generations 40000 (sic!) sheet in 669 lots were
sold at auction in London in 1902. For the by far larger part split among English, American, and German
trade, the part captured by the house of Gutekunst in Stuttgart staged a separate sale the other year. Remaining parts were sold into London trade after World War I and New York trade in the 1950s.
On heavy laid paper supposedly watermarked Wangen and secondary mark FAvI (?). – Three sides with 815 mm wide white paper margin in addition to the platemark of c. 1 cm. Only on the left trimmed to the
platemark with partially still fine paper margin. The left lower corner and right white margin a little creasemarked. Besides in the latter and in the middle of the caption one professionally done tear each. A former
centerfold utterly smoothed out and perceptible as a faint shadow on the back only. However, in respect of
the faults of preservation to be lamented almost always with these oversizes, these downright minimal age
marks are entirely subordinate to the excellent printing quality with its m a r v e l o u s c h i a r o s c u r o as
adequate to what made

t h i s i n e x p r e s s i b l y f i n e

s h e e t

so unrivaled and unrepeated. However, as dramatic scene and landscape — for Welisch (1904) Ridinger
was indisputably “the most important Augsburg landscapist of this period, albeit he is mainly known as
animal painter” — as rarely traceable c o n t e m p o r a r y
impressions of this splendid
composition.
What by the way has to be amended to the effect that several mezzotints worked by or for Johann Andreas
Pfeffel after paintings from supposedly Ridinger’s early years
— from the same prior English collection available here , too , the impressively

Monumental 4-sheet set Roe — Boar — Bear — Quail
unbeknownst to all but Thienemann per offer no. 16,234/€ 32000 —
are of similar size and Schwerdt III, 149 in addition records as what has to be described as practically a
unique here not provable anymore since.
Offer no. 16,185

€
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4300.

One of the Two Side Chapels Consecrated to St. Hubert
Leuven —StJames’s Church Louvain, Tabernacle in. Tabernacle de l’Église St Jacques a Louvain. The
rich, high-rising Gothic tabernacle by Gabriel van den Bruyne (Leuven 1476/1500? – 1561) with its brass
balustrade with the four evangelists. Before it priest with confirmation classes. Color lithograph by François
Stroobant (Brussels 1819 – Elsene 1916). C. 1855. Inscribed: F. Stroobant del. et lith. / C. Muquardt éditeur.
/ Imp. Simonau & Toovey, Bruxelles., otherwise in French, German, and English as above. 13⅜ × 8¾ in (34
× 22.2 cm).
Boetticher II/2, 855. – “Belgian architectural painter … known by works and drawings to art history, especially of his homeland. Several drawings he has lithographed himself.” So the present one, too.
“ (Bruyne) created 1537 to 1539

the splendid tabernacle of Saint James’s Church in L ouvain
which is reproduced from the one by Matthieu de Layens in St. Peter’s Church there. The artist received
for it the sum of 250 Florin., 20 Sol. ” (Hans Vollmer, Thieme-Becker V [1911], p. 160).

One of the two side-chapels of the originally Romanesque church, rebuilt in Gothic style after almost
complete destruction by supposedly lightning, by the way – not in Schlieker, Die Verehrung des hl. Hubertus im
Wandel der Jahrhunderte, 2016 – consecrated to St. Hubert, while the “Devil’s Bell”, according to the legend being not baptised and therefore hanging on the outside of the tower, reckons among the Seven Wonders of Louvain.
€

Offer no. 15,512

178.

Klassiker von erster Stunde an
Ein

opus

magnum

,

das

seinesgleichen

nicht

wiedrsehen

wird.

Un v er z i ch t b a re Quel le de n ei n e n , n ur Au ge n s ch m au s de n an d e re n .

2016. 30.5 x 30.5 cm. 702 Seiten. Unzählbare meist
farbige Abbildungen. Lasierter OPp.-Bd.

Aus dem Widmungs-Explr. für niemeyer’s ,
nicht Gegenstand dieser Offerte

Auflage nur 500 Explre., Lieferbarkeit somit ausdrücklich vorbehalten.
Die Fülle der Dokumentation übertrifft jegliches Fürmöglichhalten , die Strenge des
periodischen/thematischen Korsetts gewährleistet schnelle(n) Information und Zugriff , welchem Konzept die
textliche Erschließung konsequent folgt: jeweils prägnant gefaßte Kurzübersicht, Details an den Bildern .
Angebots-Nr. 29.078 via niemeyer artbooks/jan hendrik niemeyer. — € 68 ( sic ! )

Please , take note also of my T e r m s & C o n d i t i o n s
64

enclosed here .

